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SUMMARY
System atic descriptions o f 34 species o r subspecies o f am m onites from the greenish-grey 
m ari overiying the m anganese carbonate  ore o f Ú rk ú t are given. Of the new  forms, U-seadw/rawnM- 
ceras sae??ta?wi r<irico#kdMfn n. subsp. is characterized by m ore widely spaced ribs and , on th e  
ias t whor], by  an inflated  ven ter; .HiMoceras ¿u'/ro?ig tcttys; n . subsp. b y  a  wide um bilicus and  
narrow , ta ll whorl w ith a well-developed ven tra l groove; P/IMoceros saMetásont mtolMtam n. 
subsp. by  a narrow  umbilicus and  th ick  whorls with convergent whorl-sides; /UMorcru.s sewtpoli- 
fatH n . subsp. by  a subquadra te  whorl section and coarser ribbing, passing over
the la te ra l groove, and  a  poorly developed ven tra l groove; //ddoccra.s seytn'pobOmt paftnoH;cM??t 
n. subsp. by  broad whorls, a  dense, fine o rnam entation  ex tending  low on th e  w horl-side; Tdddaftes 
serpen;ini/or;?M.s aríaieHsás n. subsp. by  strong, widely spaced ribbing and  a  sharpenig of the 
ven te r on the body cham ber; Use ado a a  rrn 1 /cera.s rolard.s p ia a a : n . subsp. b y  n early  uniform  
tubercles and  radial ribbing on the inner whorl. Ur&Mtdes n. gen., belonging presum ably  to the 
subfam ily / / ddoccmh'uae, possesses a narrow  whorl w ith a  tr ica rina te  ven ter, w ith tubercles 
low on the whorl-side winch soon fade upw ard, and  w ith the  ribbing slightly  convex backw ard, 
higher up on the whorl-side. UrA'tddc.? 6oeeMt n. sp. is characterized b y  narrow  f la t whorls; 
the lower p a r t  o f its  whorl-side is alm ost unornam ented  a t  firs t and  to ta lly  sm ooth la te r  on. 
The whorls o f UrA-Mtdea in.dum.s n. sp. are in fla ted  n ear th e  um bilicus and  the ornam en ta tion  is 
som ew hat m ore developed. The fauna indicates the T oarcian ; o f the M editerranean zones, th e  
JMercah'cera# MMreott Zone and  its  subzones f/Vddocera.s stdderisotM, I / .  are proved b y
th e  presence o f the zone-forming species. i'Aymalocera.s sp. aff. eröaense suggests th e  ¿'r6nen.se 
Zone. The presence of the upper p a r t o f the ¿'r6ueH.se Zone (of the Rrodtefa 6a;/n?u Subzone) is 
likely. The low erm ost and  upperm ost Toarcian are n o t proved b y  the fauna.
introduction
In 1950, the haulage tunnel of Shaft III of the manganese mine of Úrkút 
(Southern Bakony Mountains, Transdanubia) disclosed some ammonite­
bearing strata directly overlying the manganese carbonate ore. The lower 3 to 4 
metres of the ammonitic marl, whose total thickness ranges from 4 to 5 m, 
consist of a brownish-or greenish-grey ill-consolidated clay marl containing 
mostly small ammonites. The upper marl horizon, light or dark green in colour,
1 m in thickness, is characterized by the presence of large ammonites. An up­
s '
to-date summary of geological knowledge concerning the Úrkút area (<' s c h- 
N é m e th, 1958) indicates the manganese carbonate ore to have been consi­
dered Upper Liassic, while the ammonitic bed has been placed into the Lower 
Dogger.
Dr. J. (' s e h - N é m e t  h was kind enough to present in 1961 to the 
author the ammonites of his collection for systematic treatment. In 1966, 
Dr. J. N o s z k v completed the fauna with some valuable material of his 
own collection. The author now takes the opportunity to extend Iris sincere 
thanks to both of these gentlemen. The upper strata bearing big ammonites 
of the genera Ha/n/na/oceras and PrycdcA' indicated an Upper Toarcian rather 
than Lower Dogger age (G é c z y, Annales 8, 1965). The lower age limit of 
the fauna was fixed (G é c z v, 1966) by 10 species of the family Da/ly/mccra- 
O'dac; it was recognized to be younger than the Daclylioccras IcwMÚosiatMM Zo­
ne of the lowermost Toarcian. The species of DamorMcria or indica­
ting the uppermost Toarcian have not so far been encountered, either, although 
these species abound in the exposure of the Csárda Hill at Úrkút. Hence, the 
fauna belongs to the iMercaficeras mercati and PAywMdoccrag er&acase Zones of 
the system of Mediterranean zones proposed by D o n o v a n  (1958, p. 43). 
The A/erca%?'ceras /aercaC Zone and its subzones (TiiMoceras gMMeta'soa: and 
//. geadpoMMTHj are proved by the presence of the zone-forming species. The 
FAywaioccras crúneage Zone is suggested by PAy/aa^occras sp. aff. cr&aease. 
The presence of the upper part of the crúaca&c Zone (/irw/da'a Aayaai Subzonc) 
is likelv. Levond establishing the age limits of the fauna it is not possible to 
go into more detail concerning the time spans covered by the individual species, 
as most of the collection has been picked from the muck pile of the manganese 
mine rather than collected layer by layer. The ammonite-bearing bed was 
excavated bv blasting: this resulted in a considerable abundance of fragmen­
tary fossils. The specimens included in the host rock are in the majority of 
cases of excellent preservation. The úrkú t fauna, characterized by the abun­
dance of hildoceratids, includes several new forms. U r k u t i t e s n. gen. is 
represented with two species. Moreover, eight subspecies of the 34 species and 
subspecies to be described have turned out to be novel.
Here and in tbc following the dimensions of ammonites are given as fol­
lows. First, the diameter in millimetres is given. The following three numbers 
represent the height and width of the fossil, and the diameter of the umbilicus, 
in that order, in percentages of the diameter. In order to facilitate the under­
standing of the results, the height and width of the fossil and the diameter of 
the umbilicus are also given in millimetres in most of the cases.
] [6 G éczy. B.
SYSTHMA!K m:s( KH'TM)\ n i s p p d i s
( AH.H'HY),!.0< ER AS RHATRH JS (UOXARH).).!. 1S!)7)
)'). ), !.
18G7 —1881 ,lwwn;;7c&' ("PAy(/occra^ №7soHf üb . — A l e n e g h i n i ,  p.
97 (partim) T .: 18, f . : 7 (non: 8. 9). 
+ 1897 P/tyHocems Z?ca7r;r:&' n. f. — B o n a r e 11 i p. 214.
? 1930 fAy/locems №7ssoHÍ 11 é b. var. /leaf ni.s, B o n a r e 1 i i — Aí i t-
z o ]) o u ) o s p. 22, T .: 2, f .: 3.
1936 /'Ay//wcra.s' Ab7.s.SYnf (11 é b.) var. /Ica/ráós. B o n a r e ) 1 i — N e g r i,
]). 8, T.: 1, f.: 9.
? 1939 UAy//occras Af/Zggow/ H c b. var. B o n. — JfanMCfion/,
p. 161.
? 1952 PAy//aíera&' /; ;7.s'.so a 7 (11 é b e r  t) var. Aca/ráós B o n a r. — N i ­
co  t  r a, p. 72,
D i m e n s i o n s :  Diameter: 60 mm
56.5, 33.5, 10 (34, 20, 6 mm)
U p p er L iassie  am m o n ite s  fro m  Ú rk ú t ]]7
!J e s c r t p 1 1 o n : ) nrcc smait easts ot goon ])rcser-
vation. Umbilicus rattier narrow and deep. Umbilical wall 
concave and slightly overhanging the umbilical seam. Umbili­
cal margin rounded. The nearly parallel sides are slightly vaul­
ted and grade into a narrow, tall, inflated venter without for­
ming a shouider. Whorl section flattened elliptical, greatest 
width at the middle of the whorl-sidc. fa s t ornamented by 
narrow, clearly separate constrictions issuing at the umbilical 
seam. The constrictions are markedly prorsiradiate, bending 
slightly backwards below and as slightly forward above the 
middle of the whorlside. The constrictions pass over the ven­
ter, although they are very subdued there. The number of 
constrictions is 7 on the last whorl. The body chamber is not 
preserved.
Suture line relatively simple, /1 much shorter than short, 
slightlv asymmetrical L. The tip of L reaches beyond the ra­
dius connecting the tips of the U's.
R e m a r k : The Úrkút specimens fully agree with the AcaC/c/g specimens 
from Csernve. The type of bcatricis has similar dimensions (diameter 35 mm; 
54. 31. 8); whorl section and ornament are likewise similar. Al i t  z o p o u 1 o s, 
N e g r i  and N i c o t r a consider C. Acaf Zr:'s to be a variety of C. ?;?7ssnM/ 
(H é b e  r t ,  1866, p. 526). However, in lack of accurate data concerning the 
type o f f . /;;7sso?;/ it is hard to establish the exact degree of relationship between 
the two taxons. On the basis of H é b e r t's figure, — which, by the way, 
seems rather schematic — the umbilicus of nZ/ssa?;/ is much wider (17.5 percent) 
and the constrictions on the venter are more pronounced. On yf/gso??/, there 
are five constrictions.
D i s t r i b u t i o n :  The type of Ca7//pAy//accrag Acaf ;'r;s comes from the 
Toarcian of ( esi. A! i t z o p o u ! o s has described the species from the region of 
Alta Brianza, N e g r i  from Pian d'Krba and Bucco del Piombo, R a m a c - 
c i o n i from the Passo della Porraia, and N i c o t  r a from Canto Alto. Bcaf 
r f  ós is a typical fossil of the Toarcian.
LYTOCHHAS SUHLIXHATUM ((H'PHt,, 18C2).
!'), !, 1. 4 .
+ 1856 n. sp. — O p pe t ,  p. 253.
1862 d./K7n.oadc.s 0  p p. — O p p e l, p. 142, T. : 43. f. : 4, 5, 6.
1874 .¿ImMBOM-Meg (O p p e l) — D u m o r t i e r, p. H3, T. : 30,
f.: I. 2.
? 1886 Ly7oceru8 .SM№'MeafM7M (O p p e l) — 8 e g u e n z a, p. 1384.
1887 zlTHMioiMÎM .s//&CMca7;///7 O p p e l  — De  tic k m a. un,
p. 43, T.: I, f.: 4.
1896 ¿yfocemg O p p c I — P o m p e c k j ,  ]i. 124, T.: 10,
f.: I.
1905 T/ii/saHoce/YM .saMiKCit/MW ( Op p e l )  —B u c k  m a n, p. 149.
? 1906 Ly^eeiYi.s' O p p e l sp. — L i s s a j o u s, p. 239.
? 1909 Ly^occros c/. st/MiHcaiMw O p p. sp. — T r a u t li, p. 135.
? 1912 Ly^occru^ O p p e l — R o m a n  — G e n n e v a u x,
p. 44.
? 1914 Tŷ occrnA' .SMÙ7tMCH7MW O p p e l — 8 c h i r a r d i n, p. 369.
? 1933 Ly^ocems .siiMt'Herdaw O p p e ), — G o r r o v — G é r a r d ,
p. 213.
? 1934 CyCacw.s- .SYiA/Girn/Mm O p p e !  — B r u n — M a r c e ! i n,
p .430.
? 1936 ¿y?orems .saMi'Hca/am O p p e !  — B r  u n — B r o u s s e,
p. 52.
D i m e n s i o n s :  Diameter : 74 mm 
42. 55.5, 36.5 
(31, 4!, 27 mm)
118 G éczy, B.
D e s c r i p t i o n :  Two medium-sized casts 
of excédent preservation. Umbiticus narrow and 
deep. The highly infiated sides form no ventrolate­
ral or dorsolateral edge. Venter very broad, al­
most flat. Whorl section reniform, maximum width 
slightly above the middle of the side. Cast enti­
rely unornamented.
Suture line richly inticate. Æ is shorter than 
long, sprawling, asymmetrical T, whose ventral 
lobule is particulary w ell-developed. (V is situated 
near the umbilical suture. The suture of the larger 
specimen is less finelly intricate.
R e m a r k : The shape and proportions of 
the smaller Ürkût specimen agree fully w ith those 
of the type of L. The type — whose
plaster of Paris cast Dr. W. B a r t  h e l w as kind 
enough to put a t my disposal — is a test ; from the 
Urkùt specimen, ornamentation is absent, as is 
the case with most Ay/orcm.s' casts. On the basis 
of the remaining features, how ever the systematic 
position of the specimen is considered as estab-
lished. The larger specitnen 1ms a, slightly wider umbiticus and narrower 
whoris than the type: atso, its suture iine is somewhat simpler.
D i s t r i b u t i o n :  According to O p p e 1, Lyloccrog gM5/yy;cntMyyy 
occurs near Wasseralfingen, Aitdorf, Alilhau, Saiins and Luxembourg. Further 
known occurences a re : La Yerpilliere (D u m o r t  i e r), Taormina (8 e g u e n- 
z a) ?, Doernten ( D e n e  k m a n n), Macon (L i s s a j o u s), Pic Saint Loup 
(R o m a ti — G c n n e v a u x), Barr-Heiiigenstein (8 c h i r a r d i n ) ; in the 
Lorraine, around Bassigny ( D o r r  o y-G e r  a r d), Florae, (B r u n -  M a r- 
c e i i n) and around Yaiz (B r u n - B r o u s s e). 0  p p e i states the species 
to  be typical of the middie zone of the Upper Liassic A/yyyyyoyyylcg craggyyg
TUACUYt.YTOfKMAS 7 SEl'OStTUM (MHXKUHJKI, !8 < i7 - 1 8 8 ! )
P] ), '. 3.
+ 1867 — 1881 AyyyyyyoyyyYcg ("Zyloceras) gcpogyYyyg n. sp. — M e n e g h i n i,
p. 109, T .: 22, f.: 3 , 4.
? 1875 Ly?ocerng .scpogyG/yyy — M e n e g h i n i, p. 107.
1897 Zykxemg gcpogyYy/yyy M g h. — B o n a r e i 1 i, p. 217.
v. 1904 Ly/orcrng gcpogyYyyyyy M e n e g h .  -  P r i n z ,  p. 57 (partim). T .:
31. f.: 2 .
? 1913 Zykyrerag cfr. gcpogyYyyyyy M g h. — V a d a s z. p. 65,
1913 Ly^ocerag gepogyYaya M e n e g h i n i, — B u c k m a n n, p. 87.
? 1919 Ly/oryy-ag gcpogyYaya M g h. — F u c i n i, p. 180, T . : 16, f . : 13.
1930 Zyloccrag gcpogyYaya Mg h .  — M i t z o p o u l o s ,  p. 34, T . : 3 ,
f . : 5 .
1931 Ayhyccrag gcpogyYyyyyy M c n e g h i n i -  Af o n e s t  i c r, p. 8 (piirtim
T.: 7, f . : 28, 29. T .: 9 , f.: 20.
? 1939 Zylocerag gepogiYaya AI g h. -  R a m a c c i o n i. p. 164.
? 1943 Lyloccy-ag cfr. gcpogyfyyyyy Afgh.  — A l a x i a ,  p. 93. 
non : 1896 ¿ykacrag gcpagyYaya ? A! g )i. -  F u c i n i, p. ] 50, T . : 3, f . : 5 .
1900 Lykacrag gcpogyYyyyyy Afgh.  -  D a l  G a m  p a n  a p. 585, T . : 7,
f.: 4 0 - 42.
1900 LykHerag gepog/Yyyyyy Af e n e g h i n n i — B e l l i n i ,  
p. 131, fig .: 4
D i m e n s i o n s :  Diameter: 31 mm 
32. 37 , 40 
(10, 11.5, 12.5 mm)
D e s c r i p t  i o n. A single small, well-preserved cast. Umbiiicus relatively 
narrow ; umbilical wall inflated, hardly differentiated from the strongly infla­
ted whorl-sides, t he latter grade into a broad, low venter. Whorl section quad­
rate with rounded apices. Greatest width a t middle of whorl-side. The septate 
whorls are unornam ented: the body chamber, particularly its frontal part, is 
senn to bear a fine ribbing, nearly radial on the whorl-sides, bifurcating and 
bending slightly backwards on the venter. The body chamber occupies some­
what more than hall a whorl. Behind the slightly flared peristome there is a 
narrow deep constriction.
U p p e r  L ia ss ic  am m o n ite s  f ro m  U rtcdt ] [f)
120 G éczy, B.
The suture Hue is fairly intricate. A is almost as long as so­
mewhat asymnietricaiiy l)i furcate A. The externa! ¿7 is near the 
umbilica! seam.
R e m a r k. The size of the Úrkút specimen agrees fairly we!! with the 
proportions (diameter 30 mm, 31, 36. 33). of the paratype of Ay/ocem.s' sepos?'- 
Ai/n as described by At e n e g i n i (p!. 22, f. 3). The type designated by B o- 
n a r e ! ! i (P!. 22, f. 4) has slightiy different- proportions (diameter 50 mm ; 36, 
38, 38), probably owing to its target- size. The subquadrate whor! section, the 
fitté ornamentation of the body chamber and the typical peristome agree with 
those of the type.
D i s t r i b u t i o n :  Al e n e g It i ti i's paratype, which resembles the
Úrkút specimen, comes from the Yal d'Urbia region, the type from the envi­
rons of Ccsi. The Csernye locality has yielded a form identical with the Úrkút 
specimen.
Furthermore, thespecies is known front Valle Yarea ( A! i t z o p o u 1 o s) 
andUuilhomard (Al o n e s t i c r). It ])rol)ably occurs in Asia Elinor (A* a d á s z , 
T u r k  tin al :  1959. p. 69), Taormina ( F u c i n i ) ,  Passo della Porraia 
(R a m a c c i o n i), San Paolo dci Cavalieri and Fontana Lungarino (Al a x i a). 
According to Al o n c s t  i e r, At i t z o ]t o u 1 ft s, R a m a c c i o n i and 
Al a x i a, .wpoa/A/??; is tyjtical of the /one.
RRAMMOCERAS ROKRXTEXSE (REXCKMAXX, !№S?)
! 't .  t ,  ! . 5 .
19 i m c n s i o n s : Diameter: 30 mm
36.5, 33.5. 40 
(11, 10, 12 mm)
D e s c r i p t i o n :  A single small, well-preserved cast. Umbilicus wide. 
1 'm bili cal wall of inner whorl steep, inflated; that of the last whorl is perpendi­
cular. Umbilical margin rounded. Whorl-sides very gently vaulted. Shoulder 
rounded; venter narrow, low. with a low narrow sharp keel bounded bv verv 
shallow furrows. Whorl section a somewhat angular oval; greatest width at 
dorsal third of whorl. Ornament well-developed. The strongly prorsiradiate ribs 
starting at the umbilical seam bend slightly backwards and bifurcate after ha­
ving passed the umbilical margin. To 10 primary ribs there correspond 20 ribs 
on the venter. At the shoulder, the ribs bend forw ard and fade out near the fur­
row. The preserved part of the body chamber occupies more than halfa whorl. 
Peristome unknown.
Suture-line simple; gradually tapering A has a broad base. The retracted 
umbilica] elements are very underdeveloped.
R e m a r k. D e n c k m a n n (1887. p. 50, Pi. 2, f. 4. PI. 8, f. 1 to 6, 8 ?, 
PI. 10, f. 9) has figured by the name /l/nmowdcs fRarpot-prag) A)oc??de;;3:s 
specimens of various size and ornamentation, of which the form of PI. 8, f. 2, 
w hich differs from the rest of the small-sized specimens of the paratype, most 
closely resembles theÚrkút specimen. S c h i r a r d i n (1914, p. 412) has dis­
tinguished the specimen on PI. 8, f. 2 from the do<?rn?e??se species. According to
T h é o b a 1 d -  (' h c v i e t, a)! the forms figured hv D e n c k m a n n bé­
káig to one and the same species. On these grounds, the inclusion with a ques­
tion mark of the Úrkút species into (/oer/dcww appears justified.
P i s t r i h u t i o n. O c n c k m a n n's form wtiicii most closely resembies 
the Úrkút specimen ints turned up in the environs of Dörnten. Dwv/df??.s<? is 
ty])icai of the iower part of the Upper Toarcian. of tite slrmE/E/y?? Subzone.
ESBU!№(!RAHM<M'ERAS SAEMAXX) RA HM.'OSTATrM X. St*BSE.
Ei. 4, !- !
T y p e :  Specimen No. 94.
D e r i v a  t i o n o m i n i s :  from the widely-spaced ribbing.
D i m e n s i o n s :  Diameter: 02 mm (about 92 mm for the full whori)
35.5, 36, 42 
(22, Í6, 26 mm)
D i a g n o s i s :  Fairly widely-spaced ribs; rounded venter on last whorl.
D e s c r i p t i o n : A single well-preserved cast, part of whose last whorl is 
missing. I mbilicus very wide. 1 mbilical wall steep, vaulted: umbilical margin 
very rounded. The slightly vaulted whorl-sides become more and more conver­
gent towards the venter. Shoulder rounded. \ enter of penultimate whorl broad, 
low: that of the last whorl, inflated. On the penultimate whorl, a low broad 
keel base is bounded by broad, shallow furrows. The keel base bears a tall (1,5 
mm), narrow keel, preserved on a small section of the cast onlv. On the last 
whorl, the furrows along the keel arc subdued. The section of the penultimate 
whorl is a rectangular oblong with rounded apices; that of the last whorl is tra ­
pezoidal. Ornament very well-develoncd. The ribs starting at the umbilical
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scam arc ramai, bendm^ almost impcrccptibiv forward on the 
lower third and very slightly backward on the upper part of 
the whorl-side. At the shoulder the ribs bend forward and 
die out on the margin of the furrow. The ribs of the penulti­
mate whorl are much narrower than rib spacing. On the last 
w horl, the sausage-like, swollen ribs are w ider than the rib 
spacing. The penultimate w horl bears 40 ribs. Only the hind­
most part of the body chamber is preserved.
Suture line fairly simple. E is much shorter than broad- 
based A which ends in three almost symmetrical lobules, 
[external i  almost as marked as E. EE broad, highly asym­
metrical. Umbilical saddle retracted.
R e m a r k. The whorl section and very slightly sinuous 
ribs of the Urkut specimen resemble the type of EgeMdoyraTM- 
woccrcM sac/nayiMf as described by D u m o r t  i e r (1874, p.
61, PI. 13, f. 4, 5, 6). The type figured by D u m o r t  i e r is likewise a frag­
ment: its exact proportions are unknown. The venter of .sucf?M?y?E is lower in 
spite of a greater diameter; the whorl section more closely resembles a rectan­
gular oblong; also, the ribs are denser. Escwdoymyn/MOfems (H a u g,
1885, p. 638) has a lower whorl section and the ribbing is more sinuous. E.
THMeMer: (D e n c k m a- n n, 1887, p. 70, PI. 3. f. 3. PI. 4, f. 2, PI. 10, f. 8) has a 
narrower venter. The w idth of P. ?a?egce7?s (8 i ni p s o n, 1843, p. 54) exceeds 
its height, f .  parAa B u c k  ni a n, 1904 (p. 151, Pi. 34, f. 1, 2) has a diffe­
rent whorl section and irregularly sinuous ribs.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  The type of the nominate subgenus has been descri­
bed bv D u m o r t i e r from the Saint —Romain -region. The genus itself is, 
after D e a n, D o n o v a n and li o w a r t h (1961, p. 486), typical of the 
upper part of the MoMarse7!S<? Zone fgfrHfl'nta?;?;: Subxonc).
1'<HAP!,E(TUS( F. SUUHXAUATUS (HOXAUEH.!,  lSi)7)
Pt. 1, !. (!; P). 2. !. 2,
D i m e n s i o n s :  cannot be established owing to poor preservation.
D e s c r i p t  i o n : Tw o incomplete casts, one small, one of medium size. 
Umbilicus deep and narrow. The inflated umbilical wall, overhanging the um­
bilical seam, grades into the slightly vaulted whorl-side without forming a!) 
umbilical edge. Shoulder somew hat rounded, venter low , roof-shaped, relatively 
broad. Keel base broad; it is bounded by very shallow furrows. Whorl section 
lanceolate; greatest width at lower third of whorl-side. The small specimen 
carries stronger and more w idely-spaced ribs than the larger one. Issuing at the 
umbilical seam, the ribs are straight and markedly prorsiradiate on the lower 
part of the whorl-side: on its upper part, they bend slightly backwards. They 
bend again strongly forward and die out at the shoulder. On one-fourth of a 
w horl. there are 25 ribs on the larger specimen. 13 on the smaller one. On the 
lower part of the w horl-side of the small specimen, the ribs cluster in sheaves. 
The body chamber of the large specimen occupies almost half a w horl. The small 
specimen is septate in its full length.
122 G 6czy, B.
Suture line fairly simple, A somew hat shorter than A w hich 
bears three almost symmetrical lobules. Hxternal A* much better 
developed than the small U's near the umbilicus.
R e m a r k. Shape and [ornament of the Urkut specimens 
agree w ith those of the form on f. 1 figured by the name /Imwo- 
wdc.s rmnp/uaa/a.s' B r u g. (Rl. 4, f. 1—3) by M e n e g h i n i 
(1876 — 1881, p. 16). B o n a r e l l i  considered the form on 
M e n e g h i n i ' s f. 1 and 2 a new species and named it Rnr- 
pocern.s gM&eawidH/n. The separation of .sa6c.ra/Y;b;.s from the 
//urpuccra.s' forms is warranted by the absence of an umbilical 
edge.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  The type of A. sMbea'amlMTH (M e n e g h i n i, PI. 4, 
f. 1) comes from the Toarcian layers of Porcarella. The species has been descri­
bed by S c h i r a r d i n  (1914, p. 389) from the Harr — Heiligenstein area 
from the AtlAa Zone, and by H r u n — a r c e 1 i n (1934, p. 435, PI. 2, f. 6) 
from the Florae area, yarcHse Zone. According to P r i n c i p i (1921, p. 22) 
also occurs at Monte ( atria and according to M i t  z o p o u 1 o s 
(1930, p. 77, PI. 7, f. 1), presumably also in Alta Hrianza. According to 
W e n d t, (1962. p. 346) the /IccR'coccra.s figured by (' h r i s t (1960. pi. 3. f. 4. 
5) from Rocca Busamba also belongs to sM6ea*arn?Mg.
POtAPLEf TUS SU!i!'! AXATUS (OPt'EL, )856) :
Pi. 2, !. 4.
D i m e n s i o n s :  Diameter 134 mm (reconstructed: 200 mm)
49, 19.5, 20 
(66, 26, 27 mm)
D e s c r i p t i o n .  A single, very large but incomplete cast. Umbilicus 
very narrow. Low, plane umbilical wall overhanging the umbilical seam. Um­
bilical margin rounded. Whorl sides almost parallel and plane, but slightlv con­
vergent above the middle. Shoulder very rounded; venter tall, inflated, very 
narrow. Ihe keel base hardly emerges. Whorl section lanceolate; greatest 
width at middle of whorl-side. Ornament fine. Dense, broad, hardly bullate 
ribs alternate with very narrow intracosta! spaces. Strating at the umbilical 
margin, the prorsiradiate ribs bend slightly forward about half-way up the 
whorl-side. On the upper part of the whorl-side, the ribs bend suddenly back­
ward, then forward again at the shoulder where they die out. The body chamber 
is not preserved.
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Suture line richly intricate. Narrow is somewhat smal­
ler than narrow-based A. There are three f/'s gradually dec­
reasing in sine. The ventral saddle is interrupted by an asym­
metrically developed median incision.
H e m a r k. The overhanging umbilical wall, the large, 
disc-shaped test and the fasciculate (?) ribbing agree with 
the features of This species has been
established by O p p e 1 (1856, p. 244) on the basis of forms 
described by d ' O r b i g n y  (1845, p. 353) by the name 
cofnpJa/mtMs H r u g u i é r e (PI. 114, f. 1,2, 4, 
non 3.) The proportions of one of the species figured by 
d ' O r b i g n y  (diameter 180 mm, 51, 23, 16) differ some­
what from those of the Úrkút specimen. However, a variation 
statistic performed by B o u j o u t (1950) on abundant ma­
terial proves the proportions of the Úrkút specimen to be well 
within the range of variations of The suture line
also agrees with that of SMÓp/aymVMN. The only difference from 
is the smoothness of the venter. Namelv, 1) u - 
m o r t  i e r, who grave an excellent description of the spe­
cies, emphasised that the ribs reach up to the keel (1874, p. 51), and this is 
confirmed by 11 o u j o u t. The smoothness of the venter of the Úrkút spe­
cimen may be due to fact that the specimen is a cast: D u m o r t  i e r has 
described a test. In any case, as long as the ventral ornament of the cast will 
not be checked on a specimen of the original material, it is indicated to con­
sider the taxonomic position of the Úrkút specimen as not definitive. The 
absence of a keel is undoubtedly due to the state of preservation.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  According to II a u g, (1885, p. 619), is
most abundant in the Phone basin, being typical of the /Mre7?sr Zone. For fur­
ther localities see B a y 1 e (1878, T .: 87. f . : 1; T .: 88. f : 3, 4, 6 ?); G e m m e 1- 
1 a r o (1886. p. 193); M ü r i c k c (1894, p. 19, T .: 2. f . : 4); 8 e g u e n z a 
(1886, p. 1378); B o n a r e 1 1 i (1897. p. 201); .J a n e n s c h (1902, p. 60. T .:
4. f . : !); H u r c k h a r d t (!903. [). 7. T .: 1. f .: 3); R e n z (1906. )). 223. 1906, 
]). 272. T .:13. f . : l ) :  L i s s a j o u s  (1906. ]). 251); R a s s t n u s s  (1912. p. 
82); R o m a n —H e n n c v a u x  (1912, ]<. 46); S c h i r a r d i n  (1914, 
p.368); F u c i n i ( 1 9 1 9 .  ]). 185); R i c h e — R o m a n  (1921. p. 81); D u ­
b a  r (1925. ]). 2 8 1 ) ; . ) a w o r s k i  (1925. [). 2 4 8 ) ; 8 c h r < i d e r  (1927, p. 82); 
b a n (] n i n e  (1929. p. 186); A! i t z o p o u 1 o s (1930. ]). 77); O' o r r o v  — 
He  c a r d  (DM3. ]). 213); T e r t n i e r  (1936.]). 1304): S t c h e p i n s k y  
(1937. [). 603); H a r d c t — H c r a r d  (1946.)). 19); D e l e a u  (1948.]). 
107.T. :2 . f. :24) S [ ) a t h  (1956, ]). 141); D o n o v a n  (1959. p. 49).
r K K r r n H S X .  GHX.
1' y ]) c s ]) c c i m e n : Ur/.///dc.s 5rac/,7o' n. s]).
D e r i  v a t  i o n o m i n i s ;  t)ie name refers to its occurence at Urkút.
D i a g n o s i s :  Xarrow,tricarinate venter; on Dm ¡over part of Dm
whorl-side, vague tubercies; on ttm u])})er part of Dm w horl-side, ribs slightly 
concave backwards.
R e m a r k. The new genus, placed into the family 777/r/occm/ú/ac II y- 
a 1 1 1867. and provisionally into the subfamily 7D/doccm7;7mc, differs
from 77?7r/occru.s in the tubercles around the umbilicus and the absence of 
a lateral spiral groove, and particularly in the narrowness of the venter;
from ///Modr.s- in the smoothness of the middle of the w horl-side and in the 
whorl section,
from the subfamily 77urpoccru/?MOc in its hildoceratid ventral ribbing and 
in the underdeveloped median incision of the ventral saddle.
front the subfamily /Vp/wu/nrr/YdDmc in the fine ornament, w hich is soon 
restictcd to the ventral part of the w horl-side, and in the narrow tricarinate 
venter.
So far. there are two species to the new genus. The w horls of L'rAatdcó'
/,7u are fla t; those of ¿7. /e//<;D/.s' are inflated about the shoulder.
t KKt  TtTKSMOHt  K m v  s r .
n. 2, t. ).
T y p e: Specimen Xo. 95.
I) e r i v a t i o n o m i n i s :  after J. H o c k h, first monogra]ther of the 
Southern Hakonv Mountains.
D i m e n s i o n s: diameter 30 mm 
33.5,16.5,40 
(10, 5, 12 mm)
D i a g n o s i s :  Narrow flat w horls; the lower part of the w horl-side bears 
a verv subdued ornament at first and none later.
D e s c r i p t i o n .  A single small well-preserved east. Umbilicus wide. 
Umbilical wall almost perpendicular, slightly vaulted, very low ; very rounded 
umbilical margin. Flat, almost parallel w horl-sides. Slightly rounded shoulder; 
narrow. low venter w ith very low keel and shallow furrows. \\ horl section al­
most rectangular, narrow trapezoidal, widest at lower third of w horl-side. Or-
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nament very subdued. Under a suitable illumination, vague tubercles are ob­
served near tiie umbiiicus about the beginning of the last whori. These tubercies 
wholly disappear towards the end of the last whori. High on the whori-side 
there are very siightiv rursiradiate short ribs, as narrow as the rib spacing, 
which die out at the shoulder without bending very much forward. Haif a whori 
of bodv chamber is preserved. Peristome unknown.
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Suture line very simple. 75. situated in the ventral furrow, is very 
narrow and somewhat shorter than L w hich has parallel sides and 
ends in minute lobules. The two i/'s  are very small.
R e m a r k .  The new species differs from UrA'MPYes in
its flatter whorl section and straighter ribbing.
UR K U TITES IXFLATUS SP.
pt. 3, t.
T y p e :  Specimen No. 96.
D e r i v a t i o  n o  m i n i s :  from the inflated whorl-sides.
D i m e n s i o n s :  Diameter 40 mm
33.5, 27.5, 40 
(13.5, 11,16 mm)
D i a g n o s i s :  Whorl section inflated on lower part of w horl-side; better- 
developed ornament.
D e s c r i p t i o n : A single small cast of mediocre preservation. Umbilicus 
wide. Steep, inflated umbilical w all, very rounded umbilical margin. The vaulted 
sides become plane and convergent above the middle of the whorl-side. Shoulder 
somewhat rounded; venter low and narrow. Broad, low keel flanked by narrow , 
shallow furrows. Whorl section lanceolate; greatest width at lower third of side. 
Ornament relatively well-developed: the beginning of the last whorl carries 
short, prorsiradiatc bullae starting at the umbilical seam and reaching as high
as one quarter of the w horl-side. The ribs, appearing about the 
middle of the w horl-side, are divergent and grow stronger towards 
the venter. High up on the whorl-side, the ribs bend backw ard and 
then forw ard again to die out at the shoulder. The last w horl car­
ries 43 ribs. A quarter-whori of body chamber is preserved: the 
peristome is unknow n.
Suture-line simple. /5, situated in the ventral furrow, is some­
what shorter than long, narrow, nearly symmetrical A. There are tw o 
small iV's. Umbilical saddle retacted.
R e m a r k. Tn/ZuiMs differs from AoecM:' in its broader 
w horls, more inflated low er w horl-side, stronger and tnore mar­
kedly sinuous ribs.
H1L1MHERAS BIFKOXSTHTMYS! X. SUBSP.
P). 4, !. 6.
T y p e :  Specimen No. 33.
D e r i v a t  i o n o m i n i s : the name refers to the Tethyan occurrence.
D i m e n s i o n :  Diameter 100 mm 
30, 20.5, 50 
(30. 20.5, 50 mm)
D i a g n o s i s :  Wide umhiiicus; narrow, tad whori with weH-deveioped 
ventral furrows.
D e s c r i p t i o n .  32 small or medium-sized casts of excellent preser­
vation. The type has a very wide and shallow umbilicus, with a gently sloping, 
slightly concave, low umbilical wall, and very rounded, slightly inflated umbi­
lical margin. The whorl-side is slightly depressed about its lower third, which 
results in a broad, shallow lateral spiral groove. Venter relatively narrow with 
two deep furrows and a narrow keel, which latter surpasses the shoulder in 
height. Whorl section approximately rectangular, with, however the greatest 
width at the umbilical margin. Ornament well-developed. Issuing at about the 
middle of the whorl-side, the ribs almost touch at the upper margin of the la­
teral groove: they are somewhat rursiradiate and intensely convex backwards. 
The ribbing dies out at the shoulder. The ribs are much narrower than the rib 
spacing. The last whorls bears 46 ribs. Only the hindmost part of the body 
chamber is preserved.
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Suture line fairly simple. A is shorter than long and rela­
tively narrow-based A. External U is at the umbilical margin.
R e m a r k ,  I t has been pointed out by D o n o v a n  
(1958, p. 507) that the forms described by the name ID'Moce- 
ra.s ¿a/ro?;g from the Mediterránea realm cannot be identified 
with the type of AiMocerng &?'/rons ( B r u g u i è r e  1789) 
as re-figured by B u c k m a n ( 1918, p. 114.) The proportions 
of the type are 32. 27, 45 for a diameter of 74 mm ; its whorl 
section differs from that of the new subspecies in a more vaul­
ted umbilical margin and broader, flatter venter. The new 
subspecies resembles the form described by M i t  z o p o u- 
1 o s (1930, p. 50., PI. 5, f. 1) by the name/D'Mocerag gaMerbswu; 
var. ga?cogn, but the ribs of gaAoga reach farther down, get­
ting closer to the umbilicus, and the lateral spiral groove is 
hardly developed.
D i s t r i  b u t i o n .  The type of the nominate subspe­
cies of If. ¿n/roag derives from the Whitby area, from the 
hemera of ga&carDadam fTu/roag,). It is probably fairly fre­
quent in the Mediterranean realm under the name "ID'Moce- 
rag ¿a/rowg".
HIEHOtERAS SUBLEVISOXI FCCIXI, 1919 
Ft. 2, t. 5; l'l. 3, 1. 4.
1874 .4?H7HOHi%es Ic?77'50777 (8 i m p s o n) — D u m o l* t  i e r, p. 49, T .: 9, f . :
3, 4.
v. 1904 RlMoccmg ¿n'/rons, B r u g .  — P r i n z ,  p. 124 (partini), T .:
6, f.: 1, 2.
v. 1904 RiMoccrag (eyisoHi 8 i m p s. — P r i n z, p. 127.
1905 RiMocems B r u g .  — F u c i n i, p. 113 (partim) T .: 5, f. 13,
15 (non: 14).
1905 RiMoceras (eMso/H* S i m p .  — F u c i n i, p. 113, T .: 6, f . : 3.
? 1908 Rarpocemg ("Ri'Mocems) JeM'soKi S i m p .  — T o u 1 a, p. 219.
1916 RiMoceras B r u g .  — S a x ! , p. 285, Textf, 2.
+  1919 RiMorr/'u.s gMMcyigOKi n. sp. — F u c i n i, p. 182.
? 1923 RiMoceTTM Jepiaowi S i m p s .  — 8 i e m i r a d z k i, p. 16, T .:
8, f . : 4.
1925 RiMocerns M/rows B r u g. — R e n z, p. 191, T .: 3, f . : 3.
1927 Ri'Moteras RwgoiM 8 i m p. — D a g u i n, p. 167, T .: 30, f . : 1, (2, 3,
4?).
? 1929 RiMo<"7?ra.s SMMriusowi F u c i n i — D e s i o, p. 146.
1930 RiMoccras ^^№^750777 F u c i n i, — M i t  z o p o u 1 o s, p. 48, T.:
4, f . : 8.
1930 R;'Mwr?Y?.s M e r 1 a, p. 51, T .: 7, f . : 1, 10.
1939 RiMoccras g?7Mcy7S0777 F u c i n i — R a m a c c i o n i, p. 173, T .: 11,
f.: 20.
? 1940 RiMoceT-as sa6-Lea7soa7 F u c i n i — V e r ! e t — R o c h, p. 76.
? 1947 RiMocera^ F u c i n i, — L i p p i  — B o n c a m b i,
p. 183.
1956 RiMocrT-us ¿77/roas B r u g. — R a d o i c i c, p. 104, T .: 5, f . : 1.
? 1958 RiMwTra.s saMrr7g0777 F u c i n i  — D o n o v a n ,  p. 50.
? 1959 RiMoreT-as ?̂t'7.so7?7 ( S i m p s o n )  — S a p u n o v — N a c h e v,
p. 56.
1959 R^t/orrra.s saMratsoTM F u c i n i  — S a p  u n o v, p. 29, T. : 2, f . :
7, 8.
D i m e n s i o n s :  Specimen 28: Diameter 47 mm
32, 24.5, 42.5 
(15, 11.5, 20 mm).
Specimen 29: Diameter 74 mm
27.5, 20, 51.5 
(20.5, 15, 38 mm).
D e s c r i p t i o n :  10 casts, most of them of excellent preservation-
Largest and most typical is Specimen No. 29. Its umbilicus is very wide. Umbili­
cal wall sloping, somewhat concave, umbilical margin rounded. Whorl-sides 
almost parallel, very slightly convergent upwards. Shoulder somewhat rounded. 
Venter relatively narrow, nearly plane. Keel narrow, tall, furrows hardly 
visible. Whorl section a rectangular oblong with rounded apices; greatest width 
at umbilical margin. Ornament well-developed. The very narrow ribs of con­
cave flanks which issue about the umbilical edge and reach up to the shoulder
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are rectiradiate and somewhat convex backwards. Ribs number 19 on half a 
whor). Only a quarter-whorl of body chamber is preserved.
Suture line very simple. F  almost as long as squat Z which ends in minute 
teeth. External ¿7 is at the umbilical edge.
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R e m a r k .  The Urkut specimens fully agree with the type 
of sMMtwsoHi. This is particulatlv true of Specimen No. 29. th e  
proportions ofthe type are 27, 18, 50 for a diameter of 102 mm. 
The umbilicus of Specimen 28 is somewhat narrower. However, 
as the variability of the species has already been pointed out 
by D o n o v a n  (1958, o. 50), it seems justified to place also this 
specimen into sublevisoni.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  According to D o n o v a n ,  si/New- 
defines a subzone within the zone of .l/crraL'rcra.s Tncrra?;. 
For its geographical distribution see the list of synonyms.
H)!,no<m:Assi B).!:viso\! MAHirosTATUM Mnxor«rt.os, mao 
!']. a, F. a.
1910 /H'Moccrag Z c c o w? ) S i mp s o n  — R e n z, p. 565, T .: 21, f . : 5.
+ 1930 /FMoccras .saMepfson? F u c i n i var. rarfcoslaia M i t  z o p o u -
1 o s (nov. var.) — M i t z o p o u 1 o s, 
p. 49, T .: 4. f . : 9 a, b, c.
? 1932 //¿Moccras saMeriso??? F u c. var. rarmog/ala i t  z o p. — \[ e r -
1 a, p. 51, T .: 7, f . : 4.
1939 /Z'Morrra.s .saMcaisoai F uc . var. ran'cosfahr M i t z o p .  — R a ­
m a  c c i o n i, p. 173, T .: 1 1 , f . : 2 1 . 
1942 /DVf/ar'f/'a.s' saMcpiw?;?' F u c. var. raricos/a^a M i t  z. — M a g n a n i,
p. 109, Tcxtf.: 2.
? 1943 / / ////wcra.s .sa/7/cp/wa/ F u c. var. rawosiaia M i t z o ]) o u 1 o s —
M a x i a, p. 107, T .: 2 , f . : 5.
1947 /D/f/weras .s'a /̂cr/.s'oai F u c. var. /arao.s7a/a !\1 i t z o p. — Li ] )  p i-
H 0 n c a m b i, ]). 139, T.: 2 , f . : 15, 16. 17. 
? 1948 /DMacr/as .s'a/)/cphs'oai F u c i n i, var. /arica^a/a \1 i t z o p o u-
1 o s — De l e a n ,  p. 107. T .: 2 . f . : 2 1 . 
D i m a n s i o n s :  Diameter 81 mm.
31, 24.5. 47.5 
(25, 20. 38.5 mm)
D e s c r i p t i o n. A single cast of medium size and excellent preservation. 
The gradually dccpcnning umbilicus is narrow and wide. Umbilical wall gentlv 
sloping, broad, almost imperceptibly concave, umbilical margin very rounded. 
Slightly vaulted whorl-sides almost parallel: shoulder rounded, venter broad, 
low. Narrow keel prominent, bounded by two slightly concave surfaces forming 
very shallow furrows. Whorl section a rectangular oblong with rounded apices: 
maximum width at middle of whorl-side. Ornament well-developed. Issuing 
. near the umbilical seam, the ribs are strongly prominent at the umbilical 
margin, fade near the shoulder and die out before reaching the ventral furrow. 
Ribbing slightly sigmoidal, cotn'ex backwards at the umbilical margin, for-
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wards at the shoulder, and strongest at mid-height. On the penultimate whorl, 
the ribs are slightly rursiradiate; on the early part of the last whorl, they bend 
forward near the shoulder. Ribs very widely spaced; the last whorl bears 26 ribs. 
Body chamber occupies half a whorl; peristome unknown.
Suture line: F  almost as long os remarkably slender F 
which ends in three asymetrical lobules, f/'s verv small; FF 
very broad.
R e m a r k .  The proportions of the Urkut specimen 
hardly differ fro tit those of the type of rarho.shdMm (31, 24, 
46 for a diameter of 61 mm), th e  ornament fully agrees 
with that of the type. D o n o v a n  (1958, p. 50) who com­
pares rurh'o.s/ah/m with the type of does not
accept rarho3?a?M/7; as a separate subspecies. In realitv, how­
ever, similarity is restricted to the wide spacing of the 
ribs. ¿h/Mcrhwyh has a narrower whorl and wider umbilicus 
with much shorter ribs which are convex backwards. G a- 
b i l l v  (1961. p. 353) has considered whether 7W-i'co.?hdM777 
does not merit specific rank. According to the view gene­
rally accepted at present, /Y/Thco.s/uF///? is a subspecies. On 
the penultimate whorl of the form described by M e r 1 a as 
,,7W2'co3?6dM777". ribs stand denser than on the Urkut speci­
men.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  7/. .S2/№222.W772 7W7M7&'hdM777 COtneS 
from the Upper Liassic of the Alta Brianzaregion.lt occurs 
further at Passo della Porraia (R a m a c c i o n i), Gomsiqe 
( M a g n a n i ) ;  M. Subasio and M-ti Martini ( L i p p i -  
B o n c a m b i )  and Anavrysada ( Renz) .  Far/cos^a/2/777 
has been signalled Rom Fontana Lungarino by M a x i a, 
from the Djebel Nad or by 1) e 1 e a u and from Yrines by 
G a b i 11 v.
H!L!HM'EMAS Srt!LEVIS()X! ! W O H H  M X. st'BSB. 
r t . :{,!. 1.
T y p e :  Specimen No. 21.
D e r i v a t  i o n o m i n i s :  from the narrow umbilicus.
D i m e n s i o n s :  Diameter 88 turn 
33, 25, 43 
(29, 22, 38 mm)
D i a g n o s i s :  thick whorls with a narrow umbilicus; convergent whorl- 
sides.
D c s c r i p t i o n. A single well-preserved cast of jnedium size. Umbilicus 
relatively 2iarrow and shallow. Umbilical wall gently sloping, slightly concave: 
umbilical margin very rounded. A ery slightly vaulted whorl-sides, convergent 
particularly near the venter. Shoulder somewhat rounded; venter rather nar-
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row, with a well-developed broad keel bounded by two fairly 
shallow furrows. Whorl section trapezoidal; greatest width 
at umbilical edge. Ornament fine. Widely-spaced narrow 
ribs, extending from the lower third of the whorl- side to 
the shoulder, with concave flanks, are nearly rectiradiate and 
convex back wards. The last whorl carries 45 ribs. More than 
half a whorl of body chamber is preserved. Peristome un­
known.
Suture line simple. A shorter than relatively slender, 
long A. There are two small ¿7's.
H e m a r k. The new subspecies and the nominate 
subspecies agree in the absence of a lateral groove. Propor­
tions and whorl section are, however, different. The section 
of the form published by M i t  z o p o u 1 o s (1930, p. 45, 
PI. 4, f. 7) as RfMocemg ¿7 7/7*0 773 var. rru.s.su is similar, but it has 
an overhanging umbilical wall and, according to the descrip­
tion, it possesses a shallow lateral groove. Ornament and 
whorl section of /f;'Morcrnssc7n;'ros?a B u c k ni an , 1926 (PI. 
685) is similar, but this species also has a lateral groove. The 
ribs of RfMoccms ¿7̂ 730777 ( S i m p s o n ,  1843) reach down 
to the umbilical seam.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  A form described by M i t  z o p o u- 
1 o s and closely related to the new subspecies has been found 
in the Toarcian of Alta Brianza.
MH.nOfHKASSHMU'OUTUM HHK M AX , 1!M)¿
)'). 3. !. 3.
1846 Awynoni'/ra ¿77/70773 B r u g u i è r e -  ( ' a t u 11 o, p. 130. (partim), T. :
5, f . : 3 c, d, (non: a, b,)
1867 —1881 A77777T0777¿C3 ¿77/70773 B r u g. — M e n e g h i n i, p. 9. (partim),
T.: 1, f.: 5.
1889 Ri'Mocems ¿77/7*0773 (B r u g u i è r e) A at*. — B u c k m a n, 1. 112,
T.: 22, f.: 30, 31, A.: f.: 28.
— 1902 Zf^docPTYM  37?7777'po¿7¿ 77 777 n. — B U C k m a !1 , p. 4.
1904 //7¿7¿07'C7Y7.S ¿77/70773 mut. UOV. 7777̂ 773¿737'/7/707777¿77 ( B u c k m a n )  —
P r i n z ,  p. 126.
1923 A¿7¿7¿oc7?7Yt3 3C7777po¿7¿ 77 777 B u c k m a n  — S i e ni i r a d z k i, p. 16,
T.: 8, f.: 5.
1930 Rodoceras ¿77/7*0773 Brug. var. o777/ 773¿737/7/7o77o¿77 P r i n z .  — M i t  zo-
p o u 1 o s, p. 41, T. : 4, f. : 2, a, b. 
1932 A¿7¿c¿ocf7Yt3 3C 7777'po¿7¿77777 B u c k m a n —M e t í a ,  p. 52., T. : 7, f. : 3,
6, 7.
1934 #7¿dofe7*a3 3C7?77po¿7¿ 77 777 B u c k m a n  — B r u n  — M a r c e l i n ,
p. 451, T.: 4, f . : 4.
1939 #7¿í%oc<?7Y73 3C7777'po¿7? 77 777 B u c k m a n — R a m a c c i o n i, p. 172,
T.: 11, f.: 19.
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? 1943 / / 7/7/0757*775 557777/70/7/77777 B u c k m a )i —M a x i  a, /). 106.
1947 / / 7/7/0557-775 557777̂ 0/7/77777 B u c k m a n —L i p p i  — B o n c a m b i,
p. 138. T.: 1, f.: 12.
? 1952 / / 7/7/ 0557*775 /77/70775 (Brug.) var. 777;7 /a 5/757p/77)77770 /772 P r i n z  —
N i c o t r a ,  p. 72, T .: 3, f . : 4 a, b.
? 1952 / / 7/7/777-7'7'77.s 5777777/777/7/77777 B it c k — Y e n z o, p. 118, T .: 8, f . : 13.
? 1956 / / 7/7/077'7775 cf. 5P7777/70/7/77777 S. S. B u c k  m a n  —S p a t  h. p. 141,
T.: 9, f.: 1.
? 1958 / / 7/7/7775705 55 777 7/777/ 7/77 777 B u c k tn a n — D o n 77 v a n, p. 50.
D i m e n s i o n s .  Diameter: 49 mm 
40, 23.5, 32.5 
(19.5, 11.5, 16 mm)
D e s c r i p t i o n :  Six smaii wel I-preserved casts. Umbilicus morlerately 
wirle, shallow. Utnbilical wall low, steep, slightly vaulted, umbilical margin 
very rounder!. Sides harrlly vaulterl. Shoulrlcr somewhat rounderl, venter low, 
narrow, with a prominent narrow keel anrl very shallow furrows. Whorl section 
oblong, rounded. Greatest width at utnbilical edge. There is a narrow and 
relatively rice}) lateral spiral groove slightly below the mirldle of the whorl- 
side. The area between the utnbilical seam and the groove is unrrrnamented. 
The upper part of the whorl-side carries fine, dense ribs, slightly convex back­
wards, which are much narrower than the rib spacing. The last whorl of the 
figured specimen bears S77me 50 ribs: there are, however, less well-preserved 
specimens which carry a much denser ribbing. The borlv chamber occupies more 
than half a whorl. Peristome unknown.
Suture line simple, with widely spaced, small lobes. E is shorter than nearly 
symmetrical Z. The i/'s  are very small.
R e m a r k .  The proportions of the Urkut specimens agree with those of 
the tvnc describtsd hv B u c k  m a n. Ribbimr is somew hat denser on the tvoe.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  The type of 557777/777/7/77777 comes from the 
Cotswolds, from the /////llemera. It is know n from Yal d'Urbia (M e- 
n e g h i n i), Montagna 7lella Rossa. Mte dei Fiori, Cesi, Porcarella 
(M e r 1 a ); M. Gucco (R a m a c c i o n i) ; Fontana Lungarino ? 
(M a x i a ) : M. Subasio (L i p p i — B o n c a tn b i) ; Canto Altro ? 
( Ni c o t r a), Alta Brianza (M i t  z o p o u 1 o s ) ; Yaldorbia ? 
(D o n o v a n), Escino D' Ase (B r u n-M a r c e 1 i n), itr the Klip- 
pen zone 7)f the Carpathians (S i e m i r a 7! z k i) and p!*obably 
Rom the Stowell Park Borehole (8 ¡7 a t  h). At fsernve, 557777/70- 
/7/77777 has likewise been encountered. According to D o n o v a n ,  
/ / 7/7/7)757'775 557777/777/7/77777 defines a Subzone in the .1/7'7'7'77/7'7'57'775 
77757*777/7 Zone.
! ! H t ) 0 (  !:HAS SEMIPOUTUM SCH Q U A U H A TIM  X. SU BSr.
P). 4, !. 4.
t y p e :  Specjtnen Ko. 19.
D e r i v a t  i o n o )n i n i s : The :iame 7-efers to the subquadrate whorl 
section.
9*
D i rn e n s i o n s : Diameter: 37 mm 
38. 29.5, 35 
(14. 11, 13 mm)
D i a g n o s i s .  Sub(]uadrate whorl section, coarser ribbing extending 
onto the iatera) spiral groove; underdeveloped ventral furrows.
D e s c r i p t i o n .  Three well-preserved smalt casts. Umbilicus wide; 
umbilical wall steep, slightly vaulted; umbilical margin slightlv rounded. 
Situated at the lower third of the w horl-side. the lateral spiral groove is narrow 
and deep. \\ horl-sidcs subparallc!, shoulder rounded, venter relatively broad, 
low. Keel tall, narrow, bounded by two almost imperceptible shallow furrows. 
Whorl section subquadratc: greatest width at middle of side. Ornament rela­
tively well-developed. Xear the umbilicus, the ribbing is ill-defined, but in 
the lateral groove it is already w ell visible. Higher up on the w horl-side. the ribs 
are rursiradiate and slightly convex backwards. Bending suddenly forward. 
they die out at the shoulder. Half a w horl bears 27 narrow, prominent ribs 
separated by wide intercostal fields. A lore than half a w horl of body chamber 
is preserved. Peristome unknown.
Suture-line simple. F  slightly shorter than broad, short F.Thesm allU  is 
at the umbilical margin.
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11 e m a r k. The new subspecies differs from the nominate 
subspecies in its squat, subquadrate w horl section and coarser 
ornament w hich extends onto the lateral groove, as w ell as in the 
underdeveloped ventral lurrows. V/. scwVpo/dMfM /WHMOHicM/M has 
similar proportions but a much iiner ornament, with a narrower 
and shallower lateral groove. Vi. sMMcMw?;? differs from the new 
subspecies in that it has no lateral groove.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  On the basis of the spread of related 
forms, the new subspecies belongs to the Toarcian.
tm . r n «  H m s  S E M U 'o t - r ru n  P A X x o x n m  x .  s u t ; s r .  
n .  4, t. 2.
T y p e :  Specimen No. 19.
D e r i v a t i o n o m i n i s : the name refers to the occurrence in the Pan­
nonian region.
D i m e n s i o n s .  Diameter: 30 mm 
.43.5, 30, 30 
(13, 9, 9 mm)
D i a g n o s i s :  Broad whorls; dense, fine ornament extending below 
the lateral spiral groove.
D e s c r i p t i o n :  A single small well-preserved cast. Umbilicus modera­
tely wide. Umbilical wall low, steep, vaulted; umbilical edge very rounded. 
Whorl-sides slightly vaulted. Shoulder very rounded. Venter narrow, inflated, 
with a very narrow, slightly prominent keel and hardly perceptible furrows. 
Whorl section oblong, rounded, greatest width slightly below the middle. 
Ornament remarkably fine: issuing at the umbilical seam and reaching up to
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the narrow, shallow lateral groove at the lower third of the whorl-side, the 
prorsicostatc ribs are very underdeveloped. Hevond the lateral groove, the 
ribs bend backwards, then forwards and reach up to the ventntl furrows. 
The ribs are especially narrow and dense: there are 38 on half a whorl. The 
body chamber occupies half a whorl; the peristome presumablv follows the 
outline of the ribs.
Suture-line does not lend itself well to examination, but the 
hildoceratid features are apparent.
R e m a r k. The new subspecies differs from the nominate 
subspecies of .w/nipo/dM??; in its whorl section, and particularly in 
its ornament. 1 he lateral spiral groove is nearer to the umbilicus; 
the ribs, passing over the groove, extend onto the lower part of the 
whorl-side. Ribbing is denser than in the nominate subspecies. A 
form similar to the new subspecies has been described bv M i t- 
x o p o u 1 o s (1930, p. 42, Rl. 4, f. 3) by the name H i 1 d o c e r a s  
b i f r o n s var. g r a e c a Renz. The type of ,,77. 6;/ro?7S yrncru" 
R e n x  (1912, p. 165) 777;7<7ofems&;/?'07?.s var. R e n z ,  1911. p.
283, rig. 3 oi the text) has, however, a much more widely spaced ribbing 
(20 ribs on half a whorl); /%twwo7?n'M?7: cannot therefore be identified with 
y rc te c u .
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  A specimen close to the type of the new subspecies 
has been described by M i t z o p o u 1 o s from the Upper Liassic of Alta Brianza.
HH.DOCEHAS EOMBARHItUM (M!TXO!'Ot !.OS, 1930) 
f t .  4, i. 3, 3.
+ 1930 77ddorf7Ti.s &?'//07?3 B r u g. var. Aun&urdno \! i t  z o p o u 1 o s 
(nov. var. ) — M i t z o p o u 1 o s, p. 44, T .: 4, f . : 6
D i m e n s i o n s :
Specimen No. 28: Specimen No. 43:
Diameter: 32 mm Diameter: 28 mm
40.5, 34.5?, 34.5 43.44,32
(13. 11 ?, 11 mm) (12, 9.5, 9 mm)
D e s c r i p t i o n .  Five small casts of good preservation. Umbilicus rela­
tively narrow; umbilical wall medium steep, slightly vaulted; umbilical margin 
very rounded. Almost parallel whorl-sides, hardly vaulted. Shoulder rounded; 
venter broad, slightly narrower in specimen No. 28. Keel narrow, slightly pro­
minent; furrows broad and very shallow. Whorl section subquadrate; greatest 
width at lower third of whorl-side. Ornament well-developed. Issuing at the 
umbilical seam, the ribs are prorsicostate, bending slightly backwards near 
the umbilical margin. On the lower third of thelwhorl-side, the ribs bend strong­
ly forward, then back again, to end in a forward bend near the shoulder. The 
ribs grow thicker upward, but remain throughout thinner than the rib spacing. 
There are 17 ribs on half a whorl. There is half a whorl of body chamber.
Suture line simple: 7? almost as long as broad, relatively long A. Externa! 
77 is long and slender.
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R e m a r k .  The proportions of the Urkut specimens differ 
from those of the type of /0777&6t7'd7'cM7H (M i t  z o p o u 1 o s, PL 4. 
f. 5; diameter 39 mm, 37, 34, 36) in that the umbiiicus is some­
what narrower. Tire distinction of /oyH&arJi'cMm from /Mdorcras 
¿n'/ro?;s is warranted try the slight development of the laterai spi­
ral groove. M i t z o p o u 1 o s considers as a synonym of ¿0771- 
&r7v/;'fM77; the form published as /Y;Vr/w7vn.s &i'/ro7ig var. by R e n z 
in 1909 (PI. 4. f. 5). which differs from ?0777&a7*d7CM777 in its wider 
umbilicus.
D i s t r i b u t i o n :  The type of /7. /<777;&a/'(V;'c7/77; comes from 
the Toarcian of Alta Brianza.
IUI4)A !TES SR H I 'R X T IX tFO inH S FRK UTRXS!S SUBSF.
FI. 3.
T y p e :  Specimen No. 402.
D e r i v a t  i o n o m i n i s :  the natne refers to the occurrence at Urkut.
D i m e n s i o n s .  Diameter: 140 mm 
28. 17, 50.5 
(39, 24, 71 mm)
D i a g n o s i s :  Strong, widely spaced ribbing; on the body chamber, 
the venter sharpens into a keel.
D e s c r i p t i o n :  A single large, well-preserved cast. Wide, stepwise 
deeping umbilicus. Umbilical wall steep, almost plane; umbilical margin 
slightly rounded. Slightly convergent, plane whorl-sides; shoulder rounded. 
Venter gradually decreasing in breadth towards the greater diameters; in the 
septate whorl it is low and broad, with a hardly prominent keel and broad, 
verv shallow furrows; on the body chamber it forms a rooflike emergence not 
bounded bv furrows. The whorl section is first a rectangular oblong, then a 
trapezium, both w ith rounded apices. Greatest w idth is at the umbilical margin. 
Ornament highly developed. The inner w horls bear sausage-like swollen ribs 
issuing on the umbilical wall, thickening at the umbilical margin, strongly 
prorsiradiate. then suddenly bending backwards on the w horl-side. The ribs 
are narrower than the space between them. In some instances, pairs of ribs
converge m the neighbourhood oi the umbilicus, but it would be 
unjustified to call them biplicate. The ribs die out at the shoulder. 
Thev become subdued on the last w liorl. On the umbilical margin, 
the traces of the ribs appear under a good illumination as a series 
of bulla-like prominences. The lower whorl-side is completely 
smooth. The upper third bears short ribs convex backw ards. The 
last w horl bears 61, the penultimate whorl about 47 ribs. Three- 
quarter whorl body chamber; peristome unknown.
Suture line simple. Z much shorter than] broadbased Z w hich 
ends in three short lobules. External U is very small.
R e m a r k. On the basis of its uninterrupted ribs, this new 
subspecies, placed into the I/iMailes genus, differs from the nomi­
nate suspecies (B u c km a n, 1923, PI. 267) in its shorter, thicker
ribs, and in the tali, narrow keel on the body chamber. The proportions of
(diameter 127 mm; 25, 17, 52) agree essentially 
with those of the new subspecies.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  The type of the nominate subspecies comes from 
Somerset, from the /M Jadfs Hemera of the Harpoceratan.
HHMAITES s r .
14. И.
D i m e n s i o n s :  cannot be established owing to poor preservation.
D e s c r i p t i o n :  Two large casts of incomplete preservation. Umbilicus 
v e r v  wide. Umbilical wall high, vaulted, almost perpendicular. Umbilical 
margin very rounded. Whorl-sides nearly parallel, slightly convergent upward. 
The venter and, consequently, the whorl section cannot be studied. Orna­
ment coarser on the penultimate whorl than on the last one. Issuing at the 
umbilical seam, the ribs are almost rectiradiate up to the lower quarter of the 
whorl-side; there they bend slightly forward, to thicken and bend suddenly 
backward again. They bend forward again at the shoulder. The length of the 
body chamber and the suture line cannot be established.
R e m a r k. Bv shape and ornament, the Urkut specimens belong to the 
genus MMndcs, В u с к m a n 1921. The ornament of the species of MVdaMcs 
described by the name"№Mocera?o?'d<?s proserpenhnMs" B u c k  ma n ,  1921 
is particularly similar, but in lack of knowledge concerning suture-line and 
whorl-section it would be unjustified to attempt an identification.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  According to A г к e 11 (1957), /UMude.s is charac- . 
teristic of the lower Toarcian.
MER( ATM ERAS MKKf A'H (HAUER, 1855)
Rt. 9, t. 1, 4.
— 1856 A?H?H07Mh?3 dfcrcaM —H a u e r .  p. 43 (partim), T: 6. 7, (non:
4, 5, 8, 9).
1874 dwf?wH;7cs iliercaii (V. 11 a u e r) - D  u m о r t i e r, p. 68, T .: 15,
f.: 3. 4.
? 1880 /Inrpocerns ЖегспМ H a u e r  — T a r a m e 11 i, p. 76, T .: 5. f . : 8, 9.
1885 /D'Mwc/'n.s' d/crra7i l l a u . - I I a u g ,  p. 637
? 1886 Tfarpoccras f //iVdoccra.s) McrcaM H a u e r  — G e m m e 1 1 a r o,
p .  1 9 1 .
? 1893 A///;'a dfcrcab И a u. -  В о n a r e 1 1 i, p. 197
? 1889 №Moccras d/crca/; v. Ha u e r — К i 1 i a n, p. 616
? 1900 A;7/ia diercaM H a u e r  — B e l l i n i ,  p. 147
1905 fiyMoccras dlcrcaM H a u e r — F u c i n i, p. 114, T .: 6, f . : 4, 5.
1906 /i/Mwcra.s' d/слаЬ' H a u e r  — R e n z, p. 262.
? 1906 MMorerns d/erra/i H a u e r -  R e n z, p. 220.
? 1908 IffMofcras dfcrcafi H a u e r -  P  r i n c i p i, p. 215
1910 №Maccras diercaty H a u e r  — R e  n z, p. 571. Text!. 26. T.: 21, 
f.: 2
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1911 HfMoccras d/w a?; H a u e r — R e n z, ]). 468, T .: 12, f . : 3.
? 1912 L;Mta d/c7-caM 11 a u . — R a s s t n u s s ,  p. 80.
1913 d/crca^ccruR merra?:' von H a u e r  — R u c k  m a n , p. 7.
1915 HiMoceras d/cT-ca/i H a u e r  — P r i n c i p i, p. 457, T .: 16, f . : 5. 
? 1919 dfe?Ya№<?7-ns iliercaK H a u e r — F u c i ]i i. p. 183 
? 1927 #:Moceras d/raYa^i v. H a u .  — D a g u i n ,  p. 167.
? 1929 HiMorcrns Mcrca/7 H a u e r — L a n q u i n e, p. 185.
? 1929 //:'MwYva.s ("dicT-ca^cra^ J/crraO' H a u e r -  D e s i o ,  ]). 146.
1930 HfMoccrag f /d/f/ad/c7Ya/7 H a u e r -  M i t  z o p  o u 1 o s p  69
T.: 6. f.: 2. 3.
1931 HtMorcras dicrca^' H a u e r — M o n e s t  i e r, i). 15 T - 5 f - *7 4 
(3 ?), T.: 9, f.: 7.
? 1934 / / ¿Morera.s licr^a/i H a u e r — L a c o s t  e, p. 170.
? 1936 №'Moceras d/crcaM H a u e r  — T e r m i e r , p. 1305.
? 1939 d/cwa '̂ceTYis d/crcap* (H a u e r) — R a m a c c i o n i. p. 170.
1940 LfMfo dicT-catf H a u e r  -  M a v i g H a  p. 6, Textf. 3.
? 1941 j%Moceras d/cz-^af;' H a u e r  — M a n d e v, p. 41.
? 1942 //?'Mocc/a.S' diercaM ( H a u e r )  — O t k u n ,  p. 36.
? 1943 J/c7Y'aP'fC7'a.s dicT-caM II a u e r — M e r 1 a p. 103.
? 1946 //¿MoccT-ag 777crra/7 von H a u e r  — G a r d e t  — G e r a r d. p. 19.
1948 d/crcalficras ("H/MoccT-a  ̂ d/c7Ya// H a u e r  — D e l e a u ,  p. 109, 
T.: 2. f.: 28, 29.
1952 d/c7Ya/7'cc7Yi.s diercatf ( H a u e r )  — V e n z o ,  p. 119, T .: R, f . : 2. 
1952 d/crca^ccras vacT-caM ( H a u e r )  — N i c o t  r a, p. 77, T .: 3, f . : 6.
? 1958 d/ivcaO'rc7Y7.s mcrcaM ( H a u e r )  — D o n o v a n, p. 51.
1QHO- 77.4 7-, n, . ^,'fc7Y'a['i7'cra,-i f racrcai'f (p̂  n u e r) — 8 a p u n o V, p. 29. 
1963 dfeTYaincT-as mercaM ( H a u e r )  — F i n n  a, p. 77. T .: 10. f.: 8, 9, 
11. 12.
non : 1867 — 1881 Yl?a7aoMi7ea d/f7YnO'Hauer — M e n e g h i n i, T). 32, T .: 8, 
f . : 1. 2.
1897 /i?'Mocc7a.s ('¿fMm) d/c7*(afi ( H a u e r )  — R o n a r e l l i ,  p. 203. 
1904 /Z7Mocc7'a&' dfercaM H a u .  — P r i n z, ]). 122, T .: 24. f . : 3.
1932 d/e7vaMccras ?7n?rcaf7 H a u e r — M e r 1 a, p. 45, T .: 6, f . : 4, 5, 6, 7.
1947 dic7Y'aOYY-7Y7.s dicrca^f H a u e r  -  L i p  ]) i-R o n c a m h i, p. 134,
T.: 1, f.: 8.
D i m e n s i o n s :
Specimen No. 12 Specimen No. 18
Diameter: 12 mm Diameter: 30 mm
41, 45.5, 32 40, 43.5. 38
(9, 10, 7 nun) (12. 13. 11.5 mm)
D e s c r i p t i o n :  Four small casts of mediocre preservation. Umbilicus 
narrow. Umbilical wall almost perpendicular; umbilical margin very rounded. 
Whorl-sides vaulted, venter very broad. The narrow keel is intense]v prominent, 
with a narrow, deep furrow on each side. Whorl section broadly subquadrate; 
greatest width at noddle of w horl-side. Ornament highly developed. Rectiradi- 
ate ribs, issuing at the umbilical edge, bend forward suddenly at the shoulder 
and die out on the margin of the furrow. The ribs are much narrower than the
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rib spacing. There are 14 ribs on half a whorl. The preserved part of the body 
chamber occupies half a whori.
Suture line very simpte. A almost as long as short, squat A. ¿7 very small.
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R e m a r k. The proportions of the Urkut specimens hardly 
differ from those of the type of d/crcaincra.s' wcrcat; (diameter 
32 mm : 36, 42, 34). Whorl section and ornament are alike. Of the 
forms published by the name di. mcrraA, those described by 
A! e n e g h i n i, M e r 1 a, L i p p i - B o n c a m b i belong to 
dicrcaMccras M7n6?7?'cafM7M, the specimen on P r i n z's Fig. 3. to 
.1/. T-MrsicoslalM/?!.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  The occurrences of dierraAcems ynercaA 
in the Alediterranean region are enumerated by P i n n a .  
Further remarkable localities are Northern Africa (D e 1 e a u) 
and Asia Minor (0 t  k u n). In spite of its small size, the
easily recognized species possesses a chronostratigraphic significance in the 
Mediterranean region : according to D o n o v a n ,  it defines a zone in the 
Toarcian.
MERiATMERAS UM1ÜMCATUM lUCRMAX 1 !) 1 :i 
PI. 9., !. 7, 8.
1856 AmmoHiMes dlercaA II a u e r — H a u e r, p. 43, (partim) T. : 23, 
f . : 4, 5 (non: 6 — 10).
1867 — 1881 ÆnfHOHdc.s' dVcrcnM H a u e r  — M e n e g h i n i, p. 32, T. : 
8, f.: 1, 2.
1913 diercaAccras B u c k m a n — B u c k m a n, p. 7.
? 1930 Hi'Moccrag f A;77;'a) AA'MpAm' AI i t  z o p o u 1 o s — Al i t  z o p o u - 
1 o s, p. 54, T. : 5, f. : 3.
1930 A;7(m d/crca/i II a u e r, var. MmTnVicala B u c k m a n, p. A litzo - 
p o u 1 o s, p. 70, T. : 6, f. : 4.
1932 df<?7Y-aAc<?ras dlercaA ( I l a u e r )  — AI e r 1 a, p. 45, T. : 6, f. : 4 — 7.
1932 dierraAcems /M/mcrnAsn.sp. — Ale r la ,  p. 45, T. : 6, f. : 1—3.
1947 d/crcatàcra.s /ncrcaA 11 a u e r — L i p p i - B o n c a m bi, p. 134, 
T.: 1 , f.: 8.
1947 dicrcalfccras /iMmcm/os' AI e r 1 a — L i p p i - B o n c a m b i, p. 
135, T.: 1, f.: 10.
? 1958 dicrcaAcerag amMAn/Mm B u c k m a n — D o n o v a n, p. 51.
1963 diercaAccms i/mTnlmalMW B u c k m a n — P i n n a, p. 76, T. : 1 —7 
10 .
D i m e n s i o n s .
Specimen No. 14 Specimen No. 15
Diameter: 36 mm Diameter: 26 mm
33.5, 34.5, 39 34.5, ?. 38.5
(12. 12.5, 14 mm) (9, ?, 10 mm)
D e s c r i p t i o n .  Four small specimens of good preservation. Umbilicus 
wide, deepening stepwise. Umbilical wall steep, high, hardly vaulted; umbili-
cat margin rounded. Venter broad, very low. Tat), sharp keel bounded by broad, 
deep furrows. Whorl section quadrate; greatest width at umbiticat margin. 
Ornament highly developed. Issuing at the umbilical edge, the coarse, slightly 
sinuous ribs swell and bend forward at the shoulder. The ribs are somewhat 
narrower than the rib spacing. The last half-whorl of specimen No. 14 bears 
13 ribs. Only the hindmost part of the body chamber is preserved.
]3 8  G<Sczy. B.
Suture line very simple. A small and squat.
R e m a r k .  The type of d/crcalicc/a.s' M/a^ddab/w has a somewhat wider 
umbilicus (diameter 37 mm; 30, 34, 44); its whorl section is broadest at the 
middle of the whorl-side. The ornament of the Urkut specimens agrees with 
that of the type. As regards whorl section, the Urkut specimens can be most 
closely identified with F i n n  a 's  figure (p. 95, f. 1.)
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  The type of dfcrraO'ccra.s aa;Mda?a;M is known 
from the Pian d'Erba region. Further localities are: Entratico ( H a u e r ) ;  
Porcarella (M e n e g h i n i) ; Alta Brianza (M i t  z o p o u 1 o s ); Pian di 
Giugoli.Cagli, Mte dei Fiori (M e r 1 a), Mti Martani (L i p p i- B o n c a m bi); 
Valdorbia (D o n o v a n ) ; Alpe Turati (P i n n a).
MEK( ATICEHAS IWOEUTUM m  ( K U A \ ,  ] 9) :i 
t'!. 9 , : . 9 .
1856 dicrca/7 —H a u e r  p. 43 (partim). T .: 23. f . : 8 — 9
(non: 4 — 7).
— 1913 diercaficeras fnaoIalMTa B u c k tn a n — B u c k m a n, p. 7.
1930 Ai//ia dierca^' Hauer var. fwaolata B u c k m a n — M i t z o p o u- 
1 o s, p. 70, T .: 6, f . : 5.
D i m e n s i o n s.
Specimen No. 11: Specimen No. 13
Diameter: 20 mm Diameter 18 mm
45, 50, 27.5 44.5, 47, 22
(9, 10, 5.5 mm) (8, 8.5, 4 mm)
D e s c r i p t i o n :  Two small casts of good preservation. Umbilicus very 
narrow, deepening stepwise. Umbilical wall steep; umbilical margin slightly 
rounded. Parallel whorl-sides, very slightly vaulted. Shoulder rounded; venter
verv broad and very low. The slightly prominent broad-based keel is bounded 
bv broad deep furrows. Whorl section rounded quadrate. Greatest width at 
lower third of whorl-side. Ornament well-developed. Issuing at the umbilical 
edge, the ribs are almost straight, rectiradiatc. thickening somewhat and bend­
ing slightly forward on the upper part of the whorl-side. The last whorl bears 
27 ribs on Specimen No. 11 and 30 on Specimen No 13. Only the hindmost 
part of the body chamber is preserved.
Suture line simple. 1? somewhat longer than broad-based, gradually taper­
ing Z. 17 is small.
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R e m a r k .  The proportions ot the urxut specimens nanny 
differ from those of the type of iHrolidMin (23 mm diameter: 46, 
52. 22); see H a u e r ,  PL 23, f. 8 -9 ) . Whorl section and orna­
ment agree. P i n n a  (1963, p. 80) subsumes
under the species ilicrrnP'rcrusfMniMin established by M e n e g- 
h i n i (1883, p. 368, PI. 21, f. 1) by the name "/ZMorems
However, the whorl-section of the type of di/a/Mwi is tra- 
nezoidal. and the ribbing is denser and much more sinuous.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  The type of d/. i'HwZdM??; comes from the Pian 
d'Erba area. The species has been described by M i t  z o p o u 1 o s from Alta 
Brianza.
M E R tA T H E R A S  T Y R R H E X H  UM ( 1 9 M );
P). 9, !. 2.
D i m e n s i o n s .  Diameter: 28 mm
42.5, 32, 32 
(11.5, 9, 9 mm)
D e s c r i p t  i o n. A single small cast of excellent preservation. Umbilicus 
narrow, deepening stepwise. The high, vaulted umbilical wall slightly overhangs 
the umbilical seam; it has an undulated surface with 9 mounds on the last 
whorl. (These features are not apparent in the section shown as Fig. 21). Umbi­
lical edge slightly rounded. Whorl-sides nearly parallel and almost plane. Shoul­
der rounded; venter broad, low, with a very narrow, rather prominent keel and 
shallow furrows. Whorl section subquadratc; greatest width at lower third of 
whorl-side. Ornament well-developed. Issuing on the umbilical wall, the prorsi- 
costatc ribs turn rectiradiatc before attaining the lower third of the whorl- side. 
At the shoulder, they bend forward and die out at the ventral furrow. 1 he ribs, 
although convergent in the neighbourhood of the mounds on the umbilical 
margin, coalesce but very seldom. The last whorl bears 35 ribs, much narrower 
than the rib spacing. The body chamber occupies half a whorl; peristome un­
known.
Suture line simple. F  somewhat shorter than narrow, slender- 
based Z which has three nearly symmetrical lobules. Small external 
¿7 is situated near the umbilical edge.
R e m a r k .  The Urkut specimen differs from the type of the 
specimenpublishedbv F u c i n i  (1905, p. 111. PI. 6, f. 1) by the
na,me / / /Mwfrr;.s /7/7-7-AC7777-77777 (diameter 31 mm. 40, 30, 36) in its different pro­
portions and narrower venter. The convergencv of the ribs near the mounds 
on the umbilicai margin is apparent on the photo of the type. !n his revi­
sion of ;.yrr/;ew:'f M;n, P i n n a (1963, p. 80, PL 10, f. 17, 22. *23. 26. 28), too, 
emphasizes the concentration of the ribs about the mounds. As the proportions 
of the specimen described by P i n n a (diameter 36 mm: 39, 30.5. 33) are 
very dose to those of the Urkut specimen, it is not exciuded that the Urkut 
form fails within the range of variability of ¿7/7-7-/7^777777777.
D i s t r i b u t i o n :  The type of tyrrAcHfcMTH is know n from the Monte di 
Cetona region, from the Middle Liassic according to F u c i n i. Forms close to 
the Urkut specimen have been described by P i n n a from the Alpe Turati. 
The species has been signalled also from Mte Faito. ( esi and ( a<di bv M e r 1 a 
(1932, p. 48, PI. 6, f. 12 — 16, 18) and from the Mti Martani bv L i p p i- B o n- 
cam !)i(1 9 4 7 , p. 134, PI. l . f .  9.)
H H O tH E H  HAYAX) (] ) t  M O H U H H , )847)7
P). 9, t. <}.
D i m e n s i o )i s. Diameter: 24 mm
41.5, 37.5, 29 
(10, 9. 7 mm)
D e s c r i p t i o n :  A single small cast of good preservation. Umbilicus 
narrow , deepening stepwise. The high, somew hat vaulted umbilical w all slightly 
overhangs the umbilical seam. Umbilical margin rounded. The slightlv conver­
gent whorl-sides are almost plane, the shoulder is rounded. Venter broad, w ith 
a tall narrow keel and very shallow furrows. Whorl section a rectangular oblong 
with rounded apices. Greatest width at umbilical margin. Ornament well- 
developed. The umbilical wall bears undulating mounds, in the vic-initv of w liich 
the ribs are convergent. On the last whorl there are eight such mounds. The 
ribs are prorsicostate near the umbilicus, almost rectiradiate on the whorl- 
side and bend forward on the venter: they die out on the margin of the furrow. 
The ribs are much narrow er than the rib spacing. The last w horl bears 33 ribs, 
t he preserved part of the body chamber occupies more than half a whorl. 
Peristome unknown.
Suture line simple. A as long as tapering, long A. Fxtcrnal ¿7 very small.
B e m a r k. The proportions of the Urkut specimen hardly differ from 
those of the type of A 7 7 7  7779 77 77c #  ¿ 7 0 7 /0 7 7 7 /#  (diameter 45 mm: 42. 37. 27) as describ­
ed by D u m o r t i e r (1874. p. 69. PL 16. f. 7 -9 .)  The mounds of the umbilical 
wall are somewhat better developed on the type, although the underdevelop­
ment of this feature on the Urkut specimen may be due to its small size. The 
ornament of the Urkut specimen seems denser than that of the type.
D i s t r i b u t i o n :  1 he species ¿7777/0777 has been described from the ¿77/7*7777# 
Xone of Saint Homain — Saint Julien by D u m r) r t  i e r. According to D o n  o- 
v a n (1958. p. 43) S 7 - 0 7 / 7 C 7 0  ¿70 ,7/0777 is typical of the upper part /¿ 7 0 .7 /0 7 7 7  Subzr)ne) 
of the P/7 .7 /7770/07C 7O .S ' c/'¿70c77.sc Zone. An up-to-date review 77) ' the distribution 
of the species has been given by P i n n a (1963, p. 85).
!4 0  G eczy, B.
P S E t MOMEiM ATM ERAS MOTARiES i 'fXXAi X. SUMS)'.
Pi. 9, !. H
T y p e :  Specimen No. 18.
D e r i v a t i o n o m i n i s : after Prof. G. P i n n a. author of a revision 
of P.sc M <7o w err a / ÜC ru ,s-.
D i m e n s i o n s .  Diameter: 42 mm
35.5, 33.5, 39.5 
(15, 14, 16.5 mm)
D i a g n o s i s :  Unequally swollen, widely spaced ribs.
D e s c r i p t i o n : A single medium-sized cast of mediocre preservation. 
Umbilicus wide, deepening stepwise. Umbilical wall low, moderately steep, 
vaulted. Ltnbilicai margin very rounded. Slightly vaulted, almost parallel 
whorl-sides. Venter broad, very low. Tall broad-based keel bounded by broad 
deep fut tows. Ornament highly developed. The penultimate whorl bears 
narrow, widely spaced ribs which bend slightly backward on the lower and 
lorward on the upper part of the whorl-side. Near the umbilicus, the ribs often 
converge without actually coalescing. On the hist whorl, the ribs grow coarser 
on the uppet patt oi the w horl-side w hile fading on its lower part. Some of the 
nbs issue on the umbilical margin, others near the middle of the whorl-side. 
Low on the whorl-side, some ribs almost coalesce, without, however, forming 
an\ trace of a node. 1 he last whorl bears 3d ribs. Only the hindmost part of 
the body chamber is preserved.
Suture line very simple. longer than slightlv asymmetric L. U verv under­
developed.
R e m a r k .  The new subspecies resembles the species J/. 
rotarms described by M e r 1 a (1932, p. 40. PI. 4, f. 2, 4, 6, PI.
U p p e r  L iass ic  am m o n ite s  fro m  Ú rk ú t ] ^ [
.. piuputnuns. j ne proportions oi ttie
type ot rotates, described by M e n e g h i n i (1867 — 1881. p. 
30, Pi. 8, f. 3) by the name Hmw. ro?nc??s?s, are: diam eter48 
mm; 32, 29, 40. The type of rofawg is more densely ribbed and 
its ribs are almost uniform. According to P i n n a, the number 
of ribs per w horl ranges from 33 to 36 in rofart'es. (There are 
36 oti the type). The inequal ribs of the new subspecies recall 
A/crrali'ccras parr;7o(tMw as described bv M e r 1 a (1932, p. 41. 
Rl. 5, f. 13), but the ribs of purp?7o&MfH are narrower and stand 
denser.
D i s t r i b u t  i o n : According to P i n n a, the nominate 
subspecies is known from the environs of the Alpe Turati, 
Monte ( ucco. Monte dei Mori and ( atria,; pnrt't/o&M/n is known 
from Porcarella.
PH YM A TO fERA STiRO EEXSE (MAt EU, !8S7)
Pi. 8.
+ 1856 H a u. — H a u e r ,  p. 41, T.: 7, f .: 1 - 3.
- 1931 jUV/m R'ro/cMgM H a u e r — L a c o s t e, p. 171.
- 1931 L?7/m H a u e r  -  M o n e s t i e r. p. 22, T. : 4, f . : 3. 5 . 6.
? 1933 AaMaa %aro%e?asas v. H a u e r  — (' o r r o y et U e r a r d. p. 217.
? 1936 AaMaa A!rô eaa5a'&' H a u e r  — T e r  an i e r ,  p. 1303.
D i m e n s i o n s .  Diameter: 107 mm 
27, 21.5, 54 
(29, 23, 58 mm)
D e s c r i p t i o n .  A single large cast bearing parts of the test, part of 
whose inner whorl is missing. The st-epwise deepening umbilicus is very wide. 
Umbilical wall steep, vaulted, umbilical margin very rounded. Whorl-sides 
very slightly vaulted; shoulder rounded; venter broad, low, with shallow 
furrows and a broad, low, vaulted keel. Whorl section subquadrate, greatest 
width at low er third of side. Ornament highly developed. On the penultimate 
whorl, nearly rectiradiate ribs issue mostly in groups of three from bullae si­
tuated at the umbilical margin. On the last w horl, the ribs are single, straight 
and bend strongly forw ard at the shoulder. AH ribs issue on the umbilical mar­
gin ; they are markedly rursiradiate and grow thicker outw ards. The sausage­
shaped ribs die out at the ventral furrow. The last w horl bears 56 ribs. The 
bodv chamber is not preserved.
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Suture line fairly simple. A' somewhat shorter than relati- 
velv narrow -based, slender A w liich ends in three nearly equal 
lobules. External U well-developed, slender-based. The rest of 
the umbilical elements are deeply retracted.
R e tn a r k. The Urkut specimen differs from the type 
of A'rohnase in that it has a slightly narrower w horl. The type 
has a diameter of 102 (?) mm, w ith 27, 25, 53. It is likewise 
septate in its full length. The broad, low keel and particularly 
the strongly rursiradiate ribs, which become single early on
the w horl, agree wath the type. E rs somew hat shorter on ttie type. — m e iorm 
published by D u tn o r t i e r under the name "(aro/caam?" is a different species 
^A/tytnntoccra.s av&tasttt an^.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  The type of b'rn/c aa.se has beett described by H a u e r 
from the area of Waidring, from the red Adnethian beads.
rHYMATOCEKAS XAHHOXEXSE AEQUAEE X. S t  BSE.
7, tig. t .
T y p e :  Specimen No. 35.
D e r i v a t i o  n o m i n i s :  the name refers to its uniform ornament.
D i m e n s i o n s .  Diameter: 102 mm
30.5. 24.5, 46 
(31, 25, 47 mm)
D i a g n o s i s :  Nearly uniform nodes and rectiradiate ribs on the penulti­
mate whorl.
D e s c r i p t i o n :  A single medium-sized cast, part of which is missing. 
Umbilicus wide. The sloping, high umbilical wall is slightly concave. Umbilical 
margin gentlv rounded. Sides of penultimate whorl slightly, those of last w horl 
somewhat anore markedly convergent. Shoulder slightly rounded on penulti­
mate whorl, somewhat more so on last whorl. Venter of penultimate whorl
broad and slightly vaulted, that of last whorl narrow, tall, roof-like, granding 
into a narrow well-developed keel. Section of penultimate whorl oblong, that 
of last whorl subtriangular. Greatest width at umbilical margin. Ornament 
well-developed. The penultimate whorl beat's bullae issuing at the umbilical 
seam, swelling at the umbilical margin, and drawn out in a radial direction. 
These nearly uniform nodes bifurcate slightly above the umbilical margin. The 
thin sausage-shaped ribs issuing from them are rectiradiateon the whorl-side; 
bending strongly forwards at the shoulder and passing onto the venter, they 
die out near the keel. Half a whorl bears 13 nodes and 26 ribs. On the last 
whorl, the nodes gradually lose relief; the ribs become scarcer and shorter. 
The swollen ribs die out at the shoulder. The body chamber occupies slightly 
more than half a whorl.
Suture line moderately complex. P  slightly shorter than long, slender Z. 
which ends in three almost symmetrical lobules. The tip of external Z* points 
obliquely towards L; internal 17 is near the umbilical scam. Umbilical saddle 
dcenlv retracted.
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R e m a r k. Proportions and whorl section of the new 
subspecies hardly differ from those (diameter 262 mm; 25, 21, 
54) of the type f [v. H a u e r I D u nr o r-
t i e r .  1874, p. 82, PI. 21. f. 1, 2) of P/i/pncdoccrns fmr&oHC/;- 
ars (B u c k m a n 1898, Suppl p. 14). At a diameter of 102 
mm, however (equalling that of the Urkut specimen), the 
ornament of the inner whorl is irregular on the nominate 
subspecies, which bears shorter and coarser ribs. The whorl 
section of <7a7M.s'.s;7 (P a r i s c h et V i a 1 e 1906) is diffe­
rent. The ribs of P. neww.s'hdw (M e r I a, 1932) are intensely rur- 
siradiate. — The suture line of the new subspecies is hamma- 
toceratid as regards the arrangement of the umbilical ele­
ments.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  1 he type or / /qywuMrcrms Moron wen.sc comes trom the 
environs of La Verpilliere. As to further details of its spread see R e n x (1906, 
p. 270), S c h i r a r d i n  (1914, p. 376), o n e s  t i e r  (1931, p. 21. PI. 4. 
f. 1. 2, 4, 10, 12), M e r 1 a (1933, p. 14), ( ' o r r o y e t G é r a r d (1933, p. 217) 
and S a p u n o v — N a c h e v (1959, ]i. 57, PI. 5, f. 1, 2).
PHYMATOtEHAS ( F .  EEEOAXS (M E h t .A ,  1333)
PI. 9, t. !0 .
D i m e n s i o n s .  Diameter: 35 nun 
24, ?, 51,5 
(9, ?, 18 mm)
D e s c r i p t  i o n : A single small cast of mediocre preservation. Umbilicus 
very wide and very shallow. Umbilical wall steep, low, vaulted; umbilical mar­
gin very rounded. Whorl-sides parallel, hardly vaulted; shoulder somewhat 
rounded, venter broad, low, with a hardly prominent keel. Whorl section 
subquadrate, greatest width at middle. Ornament relatively fine. Issuing a t 
the umbilical seam, the ribs bend strongly backwards at the umbilical margin.
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Thickening at the shoulder and passing on to the venter, thcv 
die out near the keel. They are thin and dense. At the umbilical 
margin the ribs are seen to converge pairwise. Sometimes the rib 
pair becomes stronger and slight swoiien at the umbilical edge, 
without, however, actually forming a node. The last whorl carries 
about 50 ribs. The body chamber is not preserved.
Suture line simple. 7? invisible. A ends in three very asymmet­
rical lobules. ¿7 very small ; umbilical saddle retracted.
K e m a r k. The species resembles the one published by 
M e r l a  (1932, p. 17, PI. 1, f. 3, 5, 12) by the name DcHrÀ- 
MHHHM clcnuHs. FAy/Mtoccms tsercHsis ( Du n  el .  18561 has a
coarser ornament. M o n c s t i e r  (1931, p. 24, PI. 5, f. 16) has described 
besides the typical specimens of ¿scT-CHsra also a form with finer ribbing, which 
can be distinguished from elegans by the development of the nodes.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  PAy/Maforems eJeya?;# is known according to M e r 1 a 
from the Mte Gemtno, Alitola, Gagli and Porcarella regions, from the AVA Zone. 
D o n o v a n (1959, p. 55) has demonstrated c/ryans from around Valdorbia.
FHYMATOtEHAS SP. AFF. EKHAEXSE (U A FE)!. 183H) 
t']. i), E 3.
D i m e n s i o !i s: Gannot be established ow ing to poor preservation.
D e s c r i p t i o n .  A single incomplete cast. Umbilicus wide, umbilical 
wall high, steep, slightly vaulted; umbilical edge very rounded. Whorl-sides 
nearly parallel and very slightly vaulted; shoulder verv rounded. Venter broad, 
almost plane, w ith a very narrow, low keel and hardly perceptible narrow, 
shallow furrows. Whorl section subquadrate; greatest width at middle. Orna­
ment highly developed. Issuing near the umbilical scam, the ribs are straight 
and, particularly about the umbilical edge w here most of them bifurcate, verv 
prominent. On the venter, the ribs bend forw ard and die out right on the edge 
of the ventral furrow. The last w horl bears 30 ribs. About half a w horl of bodv 
chamber is preserved. Peristome unknow n.
Suture line simple. 7? sotnew hat shorter than broad, nearly symmetrical A.
R e m a r k. The Urkut specimen, w hose taxonomic position cannot, 
owing to its incompleteness, be determined with certainty, differs from the 
species A7H7noH?7es c/Anc/usns described by I T a u c r  (1856, p. 42. PI. 11. f. 
10 — 14) in its more abundant bifurcating ribs. The suture line of the type is 
somewhat better developed.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  The type of H/q/7na!oceras c7AacH.sc has been described 
by H a u e r  from the Pian d'Hrba region and from the Alpe Haldovane. 
According to D o n o v a  n, (1958, p. 43) c/Aucnsc defines a zone in Southern 
Switzerland and Italv.
FHYMATOtEHAS X. SP.
D i m e n s i o n s :  Cannot be established ow ing to poor preservation.
D e s c r i p t i o n .  Fragment of a single, fairly large cast of mediocre 
preservation. Umbilicus wide. Umbilical wall high, almost perpendicular, 
hardly vaulted. Umbilical edge rounded. Somewhat convergent whorl-sides,
very slightly vaulted. Shoulder slightly rounded, venter in the shape of a 
broad, low roof, with a high keel having concave flanks. Whorl section a rec­
tangular oblong with rounded apices; greatest width at umbilical margin. 
Ornament of inner whorl well-developed, that of the last whorl, subdued. The 
almost straight, slightly rursiradiate ribs issue from node-like bullae at the
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umbilical edge; bending iorward, they die out near the 
shoulder. The swollen ribs are as broad as rib spacing. The 
preserved part of the body chamber takes up a quarter — 
whorl.
Suture line simple. invisible. L is long and ends in 
three nearly symmetrical lobules.
H e m a r k. The inner whorl of the new species which, 
owing to its state of preservation, is published for the time 
being without a name, recalls PAymatowMM fAeiwssM 
(P a r i s c h — Y i a 1 c, 1906), but the tall concave-flanked 
keel on the last whorl is a feature alien from c/u/i/.s.si/. The 
subdueed ornament resembles that of the form described 
by B u c k m a n  (1921, PI. 234) by the name PcJcroccrus 
oMh/MfdMW. which has a narrower whorl and more rectira- 
diate ribs.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  The type cAe/HS-SM, close to the 
new species, comes from the Toarcian of the Monti del 
Furlo. The type of /V?cfw.'cra.s conies from the
Heniera of Whitby.
F K m  n iM . t .A  n n . L n n . o \ < ; < n : A ] : n i (  A i m x x ,  inn* 
r t  it, i. 1:1.
1923 R e n z — R e n  z, p. 391. T .: 1 (i. f .: 3.
+ 1927 AcAd/ci var. /o/iyoAardrcu nov. var. — R e n  z, p. 427.
D i m e n s i o n s: Cannot be established owing to poor preservation.
d e s c r i p t i o n :  A single incomplete cast. Umbilicus very 
narrow and deep. The high, nearly plane umbilical wall strongly 
overhangs the umbilical seam. Umbilical margin somewhat roun­
ded. Whorl-sides vaulted and convergent. Venter broad, low, 
with narrow shallow furrows and a low keel. Whorl section sub- 
circular; greatest width at umbilical margin. The cast bears 
no ornament. Under a very good illumination, the venter 
reveals low, broad, vague prominences between the septa which 
may be the results of a subsequent dissolution of parts of the 
cast. Only the hindmost part of the body chamber is preserved.
outure one relatively weii-neveiopeci. A almost as long as tapering A. yto 
very broad, with a small median incision. Broad lUS' finely serrate. The septa 
stand very dense, particularly near the body chamber.
R e m a r k .  Apart from the prominences on the venter, the Urkut spe­
cimen fully agrees with the type.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  The type of or/n'J/e;' ôn<7o&nrd?'ca comes
from Val Moluna, from the ¿n/rons Zone.
10  A N N A L E S  — S e c tio  G e o lo g ic a  — T o m u s  X .
FRECHIELEA A<HH,!,E! E U E R IA E  REXX, 19^5 
Pi. 9, i .  15
+ 1925 FrccAieHa AcAtHef var. Fyeriac R e n z  (nov. var.) — R e n z ,  
p. 392, T.: 16, f.: 2.
D i m e n s i o n s .  Diameter: 48 mm 
52, 46, 16,5 
(25, 22, 8 mm)
D e s c r i p t  i o n. A single small cast of mediocre preservation. Umbilicus 
very narrow and deep. The high umbilical wall, which somewhat overhangs 
the umbilical seam, is but slightly vaulted. Umbilical edge rounded. Whorl- 
sides vaulted, convergent. Venter broad, low, with very shallow furrows and a 
slightly prominent keel. Whorl section subelliptic. Greatest width near lower 
quarter of whorl-side. Ornament very slightly developed: only near the um­
bilical edge are there a few short, nearly rcctiradiate, very vague rib traces. 
The preserved part of the body-chamber occupies half a whorl. Peristome 
unknown.
Suture line simple. A poorly visible, F broad and deep. F*S' well-developed, 
with a marked median incision.
!4 6  G iczy , B.
R e m a r k. Proportions, shape and suture line of the 
Urkut specimen agree with those of the type of cycn'ac.' how­
ever, according to the description, the ornament is better 
visible on the type.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  FrecAfeMa acAaHci eye r me has been 
described by R e n z  from Val ( eppelline and the environs of 
Salzburg, from the ¿a/roMS Zone.
FRECHIEEEA SP. AFF. V EXA VUI (CATULI.O, 1849)
Pi. 9, i. t4 .
D i m e n s i o n s :  Diameter: 27 mm.
48, 44.5, 18.5 
(13, 12?, 5 mm)
D e s c r i p t i o n .  A single small cast of poor preservation. Umbilicus 
narrow and deep. Umbilical wall vaulted, overhanging the umbilical seam. 
Umbilical margin very rounded. Venter broad, low, with a well-defined keel. 
The narrow, shallow ventral furrows become visible under very good illumina­
tion only. Whorl section oval, greatest width near umbilical margin. Orna­
ment well-developed on the lower, poorly developed on the upper part of the 
whorl-side. Issuing at the umbilical edge, the broad, swollen, slightly rursiradi­
ate ribs fade above the middle of the whorl-side. Half a v horl bears five ribs. 
Body chamber and peristome unknown.
Suture line very simple. F  poorly visible, F short, broad-based, with a 
very finely serrate margin. U is situated at the umbilical margin. The median 
incision dividing FF in two is small.
R e m a r k .  The specimen from Urkut belongs, with its ornamentation 
restricted to the lower part of the body chamber, to the relationship os FrecAf-
((.' a t u 11 o, 1846, p. 22, Pi. 13, f. 3.). However, a more precise 
determination than this is impossibie owing to the poor preservation of the 
specimen.
D i s t r i b u t i  oil. The type of F/'ceA;c??a p<?aa?dM comes from the red am­
monite beds of Entratico. R e n z (1925, p. 394-398) has established, on the 
basis of the Upper Liassic ammonite faune of the Ticino, several subspecies 
within the species waa^iM. Feaa?dM has been figured bv B r u n - M a r -  
c e i i n (1934, p. 450, Pi. 2, f. 13 — 14) from the Fiorac area.
F H E tH IE L L A  KAMMEUKAKEXSIS X. SUMS!'. AFF. HELVETICA
HEXZ 1922 
FI. 9, I. 11.
D i m e n s i o n s :  Diameter: 65 mm 
49, 46?, 23 
(32. 30? 15 mm)
(32, 30? 1-5 mm)
D e s c r i p t i o n :  Single fragment of weii-preserved cast. Umbiiicus 
narrow and deep. Umbiiica! waii high, aimost perpendicular, somewhat vaulted; 
umbiiical edge rounded. W horl-sides vaulted, siightly convergent. Shoulder 
rounded, venter broad, plane, with broad and very shallow furrows and a like­
wise broad, iow keel. Whorl section rounded trapezoidal, greatest width near 
the umbilical margin. Ornament poorly developed. Tiie almost rectiradiate, 
vague, broad ribs are invisible except under very good illumination. At the 
shoulder, the ribs become swollen, forming a row of obtuse bullae. Between 
each pair of bullae, the keel and both furrows become more pronounced. This 
results in a sinuous outline of the venter. Body chamber and peristome un­
known.
Lobe relatively intricate. A almost as long as broad L, the middle one of 
whose three lobules is much prolonged and bifid, forming two small teeth. 
External i/ is outside umbilical margin. F ^  is divided into two unequal parts 
bv the median incision.
U p p e r  L iassic  am m o n ite s  fro m  U rk u t
R e m a r k .  On the basis of its dorsolateral nodes, 
the Urkut specimen belongs to the species FrecAi'eMu Aaa:- 
/HcrA-arensM ( S t o l l  ey,  1903). Within that species, the 
poorly developed ornament recalls the subspecies F.
/¿c?w№a (cf. R e n z, 1922, p. 158, PI. 7, f. 
13, 11). As regards whorl section, the forms of AeJueMca 
figured by R e n z in 1925 (p. 402, PI. 15, f. 3 and PI. 18, f. 
4) are particularly similar. The specimen figured as Fig. 4 
on PI. 18 as cfr. is almost exactly like ours also
as to size. The difference from is in the suture
line, particularly as regards the development of the
middle lobule of F. F. ¿a/a7aerAarcagM saKs^aryeasis Renz, 1925/p. 213, 
PI. 5, f. 3) possesses a better-developed ornament, and broader whorls, but 
its suture line recalls that of the Urkut specimen. On the whorl of F. paaao- 
?M'ca Prinz, 1906 (p. 55. text-fig. 3, 4) the width is larger than the height. Orna-
10*
ment is also better developed, and A ends in two short, divergent teeth. I t is 
therefore probable that the Urkut specimen takes an intermediate position 
between F. ÁM?H7ne?-%areMs;'s MveAca and F. %aw7H<?7'Mre7;s?'.s gaAs&Mr<7C7?$7s. To 
name the new subspecies would be premature considering its poor state of 
preservation.
D i s t r i b u t i o n .  Of the subspecies of F. MwMMerAweHtMS, the type 
Mwírnű, which stands closest to the subspecies from Urkut, comes from the 
red clayey doggery beds (&;'/wn&- Zone) of the Breggiaschlucht. Besides, /¡c/veAcH 
occurs also in the environment of Yarea and Bruciati (R e n x, 1925, p. 402) 
and in the Mti Mártani (L i p p i - B o n c a m b i, 1947, p. 148).
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Fig. 1. L y tocerassub tincatum  (Oppci, [862)
Fig. 2. ('aUiphyMoceras bcatricis (Bonaratti. [897)
Fig. 3. 'i'raaitylytf^ccras ? sepositm n (Meneghini, [867 —[88]) 
Fig. 4. Lytoceras S4[)iinaatum (Oppe), [862)
Fig. 3. Cram m oaeras doerntense (Danckmann, )887) ?
Fig. 6. l'o iyplactus cf. subaxaratus (BonarcHi. [897)
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Plate 2.
Fig. !. U rkutites boockhi n. sp. Typtts. Fig. 2. Polyplectus cf. subexaratus (BonareHi, 1S97) 
Fig. 3. U rktitites infiatus n. sp. Typus. Fig. 4. Polyploctus sttbpianatus (Oppei, !S56) ?
Fig. 5. H iklocerassublevisoni P'ucini, !919.
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f i a t é  3 .
f ig . i . H ildoceras sublevisoni involute ni n. subsp. Typus 
Fig. 2. H ildoceras sem ipolitum  Buckm an, 1902.
Fig. 3. H ildoceras sublevisoni raricostatu tn  Mity.opoulos, 1930. 
Fig. 4. H ildoceras sublevisoni Fucini, 1919.
U p p er H a s s te  am m o n ite s  fro m  Ú rk ú t 1S5
Plate 4.
Fig. 1. Pseudogrammoceras saem anni raricostatum  n. subsp. Typus. Fig. 2. H ildoceras semipoli- 
tu m  pannonieum  n. subsp. Typus. Fig. 3. Hildoceras lom bardicum  (Mitzopottlos, 193"). Fig. 4. 
Hildoceras sem ipolitum subquadratum  n. subsp. Typus. Fig. 5. H ildoceras lom bardicum  (Mitzo- 
poulos, 1930). Fig. (i. Hildoceras bifrons te thysi n. subsp. Typus.
156 G éczy, В.
Píate. 5.
H ildaites serpentiniform is urkutcnsis n. suhsp. Typus.
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Plate. 6. 
H ildaites sp.
Í5 8 G éczy, в .
Píate 7.
Fig. 1. Phym atoceras narbonense aequaie n. su bap. Typus 
Fig. 2 . Phym atoceras n. sp.
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Plate. 8.
Phym atoceras tirolense (Hatter, 1856)
160 GCczy. в .
Plate. 9.
Fig. 1. M ercaticeras m ercati (H auer, 1856). Fig. 2. M ercaticeras thyrrenicttm  (Fucini, 1995) ? 
F ig . 3. Mercaticeras involutum  Huckman, 1913. Fig. 4. Mercaticeras m ercati (H auer, 1856) 
Fig. 5. l'hym atoceras sp. aff. erbaense (H auer, 1856). Fig. 6. B rodiciabavani (llum ortier, 1874) ? 
Fig. 7. Mercaticeras um bilicatum  Buekman, 1913. Fig. 8. Mercaticeras um bilicatum  Huckman, 1913 
Fig. 9. M ercaticeras iuvoiutum  Huckman, 1913. Fig. 19. l'hym atoceras cf. elegans (Merla, 1932) 
Fig. 11. Frcchiella kam m erkarensis n. subsp. aff. belvetica Renz, 1922. Fig. 12. Pseudom ercati- 
ceras rotaries pinnai n. subsp. T ypus Fig. 13. Freclüella achillei longobardica Renz, 1927. 
Fig. 14. Frechiclla sp. aff. venantii (Catullo, 1846). Fig. 15. Frechiella achillei egeriae Renz, 1925
